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For a production engineer, there are three main issues that should be taken in

consideration. First is to select the best and the right place to locate the new or existing

facility; next, to select the type of production planning systems, either single stage or

multistage structure; finally, to cope with the changes in the production planning, e.g.

increase and decrease in production rate limits, change in work force level (hiring and

laying off workers) and so on. This thesis deals with these three issues under a fw.zy

environment, since fwzy set theory has proved to be very efficient to handle certain types

of uncertainties encountered in a variety of areas. Fvzy algebra provides an excellent

mathematical framework for explicitly incorporating imprecision and vagueness into the

decision making models, especially when the system involves human subjectivity.

In the present thesis, we provide an introduction to the concepts of decision making

and presents introduction, prerequisites and the needs for a methodology for analyzing

certain problems under fu?zy environment, and deal with the literature review of the

related work done by other researchers relevant to this research. Furthermore, we deal

with rating models under fuzzy environment with an application to a facility location

selection problem, formulate and analyze the multistage production planning problem

using linear programming approach under both crisp and fivzy environment, and present

a production planning model with production rate change, under crisp and fuzry

environment using linear programming approach. Finally, the conclusion and the

contributions made in the thesis, along with some recommendations for further research,

are provided.

ABSTRACT
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Uncertainty is one of the main and most important issues that have to be addressed

by modern management and engineering systems. It is present in most decision making

problems due to unknown future events. Most subjects of modern analysis are

characterized by a number of general features that make them particularly difficult for

existing methods. These features are: complexity, dynamics, and uncertainty. In certain

cases the presence of uncertainty makes the traditional approaches insufficient [37].

When the time to make a sound decision on an uncertain problem comes, it is

important for the decision makers to consider and evaluate the uncertainty involved in it

and its surroundings. Uncertainty may result from a multiple of sources. For example,

. Imprecise/vague knowledge regarding future conditions,

o Inaccurate data,

o Forecasting errors,

o Subjective influence,

ø Existence of external uncontrollable disturbances.

For decision making under uncertainty, one should normally develop an active

approach rather than ignore it.

Probability theory is the traditional theory describing and measuring the phenomenon

of uncertainty. In most situations it is assumed that the probability theory can be used to

deal with uncertainty of every type. However, the monopoly position of probability

CT{APTER. 1
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theory to treat every kind of uncertainty has become highly questionable. As a

consequence, the scientific literature of the past four decades has offered some new

models and techniques to describe and transfer vagueness, imprecision and uncertainty in

a useful manner. Undoubtedly, one of those is the theory of fuzzy sets that was

introduced in 1965 by the papers of Lotfi A. Zadeh[44,45].

Fwzy set theory is a relatively new mathematical tool to deal with vagueness,

imprecision uncertainty f22,23, 471 and is highly suitable for application areas where an

expert's subjective judgment is involved. Used to represent uncertain reasoning, it mimics

the human ability to take rational decisions in an ambiguous and inexact environment.

We now give a brief introduction to finzy set theory and finzy linear programming.

We shall use such linear programming models in the following chapters. An important

underlying assumption in most of the models (linear programming and others) is that

"demand is deterministically known". However, demand is always forecasted, and most

of the times the forecasts do not turn out to be precisely correct. Furthermore, in practice

most of the companies are limited by budget restrictions. Setting targets or goals on cost

figures is a very common practice in the industrial and business world, and in some

situations these restrictions have some elasticitylambiguity. This suggests the possibility

of applying fuzzy logic to some industrial problems.

In some cases, the decision-maker might not really want to actually maximize or

minimize the objective function, but rather may want to reach some "aspiration level"

which might not even be crisply defined. In real world problems, this can happen because

sometimes it is simply not possible to obtain precise dala, or the cost of obtaining precise

data may be too high. This imprecision in data arises because of the complex natwe of
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real world problems. So imprecise data will be used in modeling the problem . We will

analyze our problems by means of finzy logic when some sort of ambiguity in available

budget and demand is involved. Fuzzy set theory is a tool that gives reasonable analysis

of complex systems without making the process of analysis too complex.

In the following sections, a brief introduction to fuzzlr set theory and linear programming

will be given.

tr.L Fuzzy Set Theony

Theory of fuzzy sets is basically a theory of graded concepts (Zimmerman, [46]). A

central concept of fuzzy set theory is that it is permissible for an element to belong partly

to a fuzza set.

1.1.1 Fuzzy Set

Let X be a classical set of objects, called the universe, whose generic elements are

denoted by x. The membership in a crisp subset of X is viewed as characteristic function

pñx)fromXto {0, 1} suchthat:

[o for
rn(x) : t, for

where {0,1} is called a valuation set [7, 22,23,29, 45, 47f.

if the valuation set is allowed to be the closed real interval [0, 1], A is called a fwzy

set as proposed by Zadah [44], with p¡(x) as the degree of membership (degree of

belonging) of x in A. The closer the value of pa(x) is to 1, the more x belongs to A.

Therefore, A is completely charactenzedby the set of ordered pairs:

X øA
x eA



A: {(x, pn(x)lx e X}

where pe(x) maps X to the membership space [0,1]. Elements with zero degree of

membership are usually not listed.

1.1.2 ø - Cut or (r - Level Set

One of the most important concepts of fwzy sets is the concept of an o-cut or q,-

level set. An o,-cut denoted by A" is the crisp set of elements x in R whose degree of

belongings to the fuzry set A is at least o e [0, 1]. This means

Ao: {x e Rl pr(x) ) 0,0 e [0, 1]].

That is, the o,-cut or o,-level set of fuzzy set is the crisp set Ao that contains all elements of

the universal set X e R whose membership grades in A are greater than or equal to the

specifiedvalue of cr, o e [0, 1].

1.1.3 Support of a fuzzy Set

4

The support of a fvry set A is a set S(A) such that x e S(A) ë pa(x) > 0. Ifp¿(x)

is constant over S(A), then A is non-frzzy.

!.1"4 Intensection of F uzzy Sets

Intersection of two futzy sets A and B is a finzy set C denoted by C : A nB,

whose membership function is related to those of A and B by

pc(x) : min [pe(x),pe(x)], V x e X



1-"2 Algebraic Operations on F uzzy Sets

In addition to the set theoretic operations, we can also define a number of

combinations fiuq sets and relate them to one another. Here we present some more

important operations among those:

1. Algebraic product of two fwzA sets A and B, is A (.) B whose membership

function is

pa<le(x) : pt(x)(.)pn(x), v x e X

2. Algebraic Sum of A and B is A + B whose membership function is defined as

tt(¡+s) (x) : po(x) (+) pe(x), V x e X

provided 0 < pn(x) 1+¡ pu(x) < 1

1.3 Convexity of Fuzzy Sets

The notation of convexity can be extended to fwzy sets in such a way as to preserve

many of the properties that it has in case of crisp sets. In what follows, we assume that

X is the n-dimensional space R". We now have the following two equivalent definitions

of convexity of afuzzy set.

Convex Fuzzy Set

Afuzzy setA is convexif andonlyif the setsAo: {x. X I øe(x)>o} forallo e

[0, 1] is a convex set.

The second definition of convexity of afitzzy set is as follows:

Afuzzy set A is said to be a convex set if

p(),xt+(1 -^)n) > Min(p(*t),p(xz) ), x1,x2 €X, ,T e [0, 1].



Normal Fuzzy Set

Afuzry set A is normal if and only if

YxeA' vpA(.x)=1.
)c

This means that the maximum value of ¡ra(x) on A is equal to 1.

1."4 Fuzzy Arithmetic

The first definition of a fuzzy set allows us to extend various properties of crisp sets

and operations on crisp sets to their finzy counterparts.

The definition of a fwzy set leads us to the definition of afiuzy number given below.

1.4.1 Fuzzy lt{umber

A futry Number A is a fuzzy set on the real line R, which possesses the following

properties:

ø A is a normal, convex fruzy set on R,

e The u, -level set Ao is a closed interval for every o c [ 0, 1], and

o The support of A, S(A): {* I px(x) ¡ 0 }, is bourded.

Fwzy arithmetic is based on two properties of finzy numbers:

1. Each fuzry set and thus, each finzy number can be fully and uniquely represented

by its o -level sets.

2. o -level sets of each fuzzy number are closed intervals of real numbers for all a e

[0, 1].
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These properties enable us to define an arithmetic operation on fuzzy numbers in terms of

arithmetic operations on their a-level sets.

1.4.2 Fuzzy Arithmetic Based on Operations on Closed Intervals.

A fuzzy number can be characterized by an interval of conf,rdence at level u,122,

231, as follows.

l^r"l ^(o) IAo: lai ,' aà' 
J

which has the property

a1a +[o,cAo

Let A : [a, b] e R and B : [c, d] e R be two fwzy numbers then we define the

arithmetic operations on them as follows 122,231.

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication

If afwzy set is defined over R* the formula can be simplified to: AB : [ac, bd]

Inverse ofA

Division 4
B

Minimum (n)

Maximum ( v )

A+B:Ia+c,b+d]

A-B:La-d,b-c]

AB : IMin (ac, ad, bc, bd), Max (ac, ad, bc, bd)]

Let A and B be two fuzzynumbers such that Ao: Lul"', "9)la"the s-level set of A

and Bo : [oÍ"' , by) I t, ,n* cr -level ser of B.

A-r: IMin(1,1), Max11, -l ¡1ab ab

$=M'n 
(:,å,f ,1,,Max( i,i,f ,å,,

AnB:[anc,bnd]

AvB:[avc,bvd]



Let * denote any of the arithmetic operations t,- ,,.,1, A and v onfwry numbers.

Then, we define afuzzy set A * B in R by defining its o -level sets (A I B)o as

(A * B).: Ao x Bo for any tr e [0, 1].

Since (A * B)" is a closed interval for each CI, € [0, 1] and A and B are fiszzy numbers,

A * B is also afinzy number.

The multiplication of fuzry number A c R by an ordinary number k e R+ is defined as

' l"''u^t1l( k * A,): k (.) A": lku

or equivalently, pxe (x) : øn {f, I V x e R

1..4.3 Triangular Fuzzy Number

A triplet (a, b, c) is defined as a triangular fivzy number (T.F.N.) if its membership

function is defined as

pr,(x):

0
x-a
b-a
x-c
b-c

0

Alternatively l23,pp.26,27l,interms of confidence at level u, we characfertze the T.F.N.

(at az,a3) as,

Ao: Lul"',

a<

b<

x<a
xlb

x(c
x>c

^Y'l : Ku- ar) 0 ¡ à1, (az - w)o, + a¡l V ø e [0,1]



Figure 1.1 Graphic representation of a TriangularFuzzy Number

r1
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Triangular Furry Nwnber

Algebraic operations on T.F.N.

Let A: ( ai, az.as) and B: ( br, bz,bz) be two T.F.Ns then

e Addition

o Subtraction A - B : ( a,- bz.az- bz, a¡ - br )

For the following two operations, we assume that a; and bl, i : 1,2,3 are positive.

o Multiplication A(.)B:(arbr. azbz.atbt)

A + B : ( ar+ btaz*bz,as +b¡ )

o Division

Associated Ordinary Number

Let A¡ : (a¡t, a;z,a,t) be a triangular fuzzy number. Then, an associated ordinary number

(AOl.Ð corresponding to A is a crisp number and is defined as follows.

A(: )B:(ttt)

(AON)¡: ai1+2ai2 * ai3



tr.5 Kaufinann and Gupta Error Axralysis with T.F.N.

Using Kaufmann and Gupta [23] notation, suppose we have a finzy number A

whose 0 - cut is given explicitly by

A(cr): IA(or), A(on) ]

where A(or) : represents the a - cut of left segment of the exact fuzzy number A.

A(on) : represents the o - cut of right segment of the exact fuzzy number A.

Suppose P, a T.F.N., is obtained as an approximation of the fuzzy number A, such that

the o - cut of P is given by

P(o): I P(ar), P(on) ]

where P(or) : represents the o, - cut of left segment of the approximate fiu.zy number P.

P(sn): represents the o- cut of right segment of the approximatefuzzy numberP.

The left divergence e¡o is given by [23],

Approximation.

tta:A(or)-P(or)

The right divergence ero is given by 1231,

€ra:A(un)-P(on)

10

According to Kaufrnann and Gupta ï23l,If each of the right and left divergence is small

(say, less than 3o/o), then P can be considered as a good approximation of the fuzzy

number A, and one can use P in place of A to obtain certain interesting results. Kaufrnann

and Gupta [23] show that if the fuzzy number A is obtained as a result of multiplication

of two fuzzy numbers, then the maximum value of both €¡o ãnd €rd occuÍs at a: !.
2

(1 5.1 )

(1.s.2 )



1.6

Fuzzy numbers are convenient for representing imprecise numerical quantities in a

vague environment, and for purpose of application their comparison or ranking is very

important. Also, ranking fuz:zy numbers is a ftmdamental problem of fuzzy decision

making. Since fuzry numbers do not form a natural linear order (for example, real

numbers form a natural linear order), different comparison methods have been developed

by various researchers ï7 , 70, 23 , 281. Each of these methods has its own advantages and

disadvantages and it would be a hard task to decide which one of them is the best.

Despite of many methods suggested in the literature f7,10,23,281there is no single

measure which is, in case of Îuzry numbers, universally applicable to a wide variety of

situations. Below we give briefly, few methods of ranking triangular fuzzy numbers.

Ranlring of Fwr,zy Nurnbers.

Brief Description of the ranking and ordering indices for triangular fuzzy numbers.

LetAi:(ail, arz,a¡z) fori:1,2,3,...,î, representthetriangularfilzzy numberstobe

ranked. Researchers in [7, 10,23,28] developed a real number as (index)¡ for each At as

the ordering value or ranking value of Ai. The (index)¡ is treated as a fuzzy measure of

Ai. Then, the fwq numbers are ranked according to the descending (or ascending) order

of their corresponding indices, and the frùzzy number with the largest index is considered

as the most preferred fuzzy number. Below we give some of the indices for triangular

fruzy numbers developed by various researchers.

1. Chang's Ranking Index (Komolananij [ 28 ])

11

(lndex), =
(a¡t - a¡ù(a¡t-t a¡2 + a¡)

for i: I,2, ...,n.



2. Chiu and Park Ranking trndex (Chiu and Park t 101 )

Let wi and w¡2 be the weights associated with the firzzy number A; whose ranking index

has to be computed. Then,

Index, =Øt"ifu+wizai2

Chiu and Park [10] suggest that we let w;1 : 1 and Wz be between [0.1 and 0.3].

3. Kaufmann and Gupta R.anking Index (Kaufmann and Gupta I23l)

The Kaufmann and Gupta Ranking Method is a hierarchical test for which

(lndex), =

Kaufmann and Gupta [23] suggest that if we have certainfivzy numbers having the same

indices, then the fuzzy number having the largest [a;2] is the best alternative. If an index

and [aiz] are the same for a set of fwzl numbers, then examine the range of [a¡1 - aiEf.

The fuzry number with the largest lair - ais] is chosen as the best alternative.

a¡1-f2a¡2 * a¡3

for i:7,2,...,n.

t2

4. Fuzzy \ileighted Methods ( Bortolan [7])

Let wir and w¡2 represent the weights associated with the fuzzy number whose ranking

for i:1,2,...,î.

index has to be computed. Then,

(r ndex) ¡ =, 
^l@+Ð]*,,ro,,

According to bortolan [7] wil and w¡2 can be chosen âs wiz : 1, wil : 0.5.

for i: 1,2, ...,n.



7."7 R.ating Models

Project selection models, first introduced by Keeney and Raiffa Í24,251, are based

on rating or ranking attempt to broaden the base on which the selection of various

decision alternatives takes place. This is not to say that they ignore questions of cost and

profit, but rather they seek to include other factors so as to get a wider perspective on the

merits of a decision alternative. These other factors are often chosen so as to reflect

company strategies or goals. Rating models 124, 251, are based on analytical tool and

often help to highlight the level of compatibility that a project might have with the firms

overall strategic aims. The analytical tool used enables one to explicitly rank tangible and

intangible factors, having certain degree of importance, against each other for the purpose

of resolving conflict or setting priorities. It is a multi-attribute modeling methodology

that has helped various researchers to investigate successfully problems of multi-decision

modeling 13, 19, 24, 25, 34, 43f.

l3

1,.7.1 Weighted R.ating Model under Crisp Environment

The weighted rating model under crisp environment, as stated by Keeney and Raiffa

124,25f, is stated as follows.

Suppose we have n decision alternatives and m type of different criteria. Let

wi : the weight associated with the i-th criterion, i : 1,2, ... , m

r¡ : the rate associated with the i-th criterion and j-th decision alternative , i:1,2, . .. , m, i
:1,2, "',n

\ : the total rateassociated with thej-th decision alternative, j : 1,2, ..., n

Then according to 124,251the total rate Rj, in the ratingmodel is obtained as follows:



& : Iwi ri¡
i=1

This decision alternative selection model uses a rating system 122, 421 in which the

designers of the model are required to give i-th criterion a weight wi. The weights, wimay

be generated by various techniques. One effective and widely used procedure for this

purpose is the Delphi technique [22,42], however, any weighting which is considered to

reflect accurately the organization's priorities can be used. This weighting is chosen to

reflect the importance of that particular criterion from the point of view of management,

or the importance of the criterion with respect to achieving the company's strategic goals,

and is usually allocated a value belonging to the interval [1, 100] depending upon the

importance of the criterion. Often, for convenience, the interval [1, 100] is also replaced

by [1, 10].

for j=1,2,...,n.

L.8 LinearFnogramrning

(1.7.1.1)

Linear Programming is a mathematical method of allocating scarce resources to

achieve an objective, such as maximizing profit [30] or minimizing cost. Linear

programming approach is a mathematical representation of a real world decision situation

that consists of a linear objective function and linear resource constrains. Once the

problem has been identified, the goals of management established, and the applicability

of the linear programming determined, the next step in solving an unstructured real world

problem is the formulation of a mathematical model. This entails three major steps:

o Identification of decision variables (the quantity of the activity in question).

14
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o The development of an objective function that is a linear relationship of the

solution variables, and

" The determination of system constraints, which are also linear relationships of

the decision variables, which reflect the limited resources of the problem.

1.8.1 The Genenalized Linear Frograrnming Model

Decision variables

In each problem, decision variables, which denote a level of activity or quantity

produced, are defined. For a general model, n decision variables are defìned as

x¡: euantity of activity j, where j : 1, 2, ...,fl.

Objective Function

The objective function represents the sum total of the contribution of each decision

variable in the model towards an objective. It is represented as

Maximize or Minimize Z: c1X1 * c2x2* c3x3 * ,.. + cj\ + ... * cnxn

where

Z: Ihe total value of the objective function

c¡: the contribution per unit of activityj û : 1, 2, ..., n)

System Constraints

The constraints of a linear programming model represent the limited availability

of resources in the problem. Let the amount of each of m resources available be defìned



as b1 (for i: l, 2, ..., m). We also define a¡ as the amount of resource i consumed per

unit of activity j ú :1,2,..., n). Thus, the constraint equations can be defined as

â¡1X1* ãi2X2 *...+ aüXj+ ... + âinjxn (S, :,1) bi i : 1, 2, ...,m

Non - negativity

xb þ,...,Xn) 0.

L.9 Fuzzy Linear Frognamrning

Most of the time, due to incomplete or forecasted information the input data for

c¡'s, bfs and a¡'s, and/or the objective function and/or inequalities are imprecise. With

these fuzzylimprecise data the above problem is called fuzzy linear programming

problem. Thus, a fuzzy linear programming problem is not trniquely defined. The fuzry

problem depends upon the type of fuzziness present and speciflred by the decision-maker.

Fuzzy linear programming problem can be broadly classifîed as:

o Linear programming problem withfuz4 resources or finry inequalities and crisp

objective function.

l6

e Linear programming problem vnth fiuzy resources or fivzy inequalities and

fut y objective function.

e Linear programming problem withfuzzy resources andfi,vzy coefficients.

Two major fwq linear programming models as given in Zimmermann [46] are:

1. Symmetric

2. Non-symmetric.
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The symmetric models are based on the definition of fruzy decision proposed by Bellman

andZadeh [4]. It is assumed l4lthatthe objective function and constraints are imprecise

and can be represented by fuzzy sets and the decision is the confluence of the fuzzy

obj ective function and ñuzy constraint.

The non-s)..rnmetric models [4] are based on the following two approaches:

1.

2.

The determination of the fuzzy set decision.

The determination of a crisp maximizing decision by aggregating the objective

function, after appropriate transformations with the constraints.

Thus, in a general format, afuzzy linear problem (FLPP) can be written as:

(FLPP) maximize z : fo(x)

subject to

f,(x)

e(x)

x

where rr < , is called the " fuzzy less than or equal to ", or " essentially less than or equal

to ",f0, f1 andgi, i:1,2,...,m arelinearfunctionsandx eRn.

5di

L.tr 0 T,immewnanrs Approach - Symmetric Model

In this approach, on the lines of Zimmermann [46], the goals and the constraints

are represented by fitzzy sets and we assume that the decision maker can establish an

aspiration level z for the value of the objective function he/she wants to achieve.

i: I,2, ...,k
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Therefore, as proposedby Zimmerrnann [46], we consider the following format of the

symmetric firzzy linear programming problem (SFLP)

(SFLP) Find x such that

fo(x) È zo

f;(x) 5 dt

g'(x) < bi

X;) 0J_

where f0, f;, i:1,2,..., k, and g;, i:1,2,..., m are linearfunctions, zo,di, andb; are

vaguely specified values.

Also, ì is the fuzzifted version of > and represents "essentially greater than or equal to"

and 5 represents "essentially less than or equal to".

Then the problem is interpreted as:

o Make a decision x > 0 such that at x:

o The value of the objective function f6(x) "essentially greater than or equal to" the

predetermined aspiration level z, and

e The constraints f;(x) 5 di, i: 7,2, ..., k are satisfied infuzry sense, and the

constraints gi(x)< bi i:k+ 1, k+ 2,...,m are crisply satisfied.

Then the problem (SFLP) is equivalent to

i:1,2, ...,k

i:k+ 1,k+2,...,m

j:7,2, ...,fr

(EFLP) Find x such that

-fo(x) á - a

f;(x) 5 di

s;lx) < bi

i:1,2, ...,k

i:k+1,k+2,...,m



where each of the fwzy constraints, - fo(x) I -z,and fi(x) 5 di , i: 1,2, ...,k

represents afinzy set whose membership function is ¡r¡(x), i:0, 1, 2, ..., k, is interpreted

as the degree to which x satisfies the fuzzy constraints -fo(x) Í *a, and f;(*) 5 di , i :

1,2, ... , k. Then, following Zimmermann [46], we write a symmetric fuzzy programming

problem as follows:

(EFLP-1)

X; >0
J-

j: 1,2, .--, î

Find x that satisfies

fo(x) 5 zo

f;(x) 5 di

e(x)

X¡J_

z6 is called the aspiration level of fo(x) and is given some pre-assigned value. Let, qe > 0,

and q¡ > 0, (i : 1,2, . . . , k), be subjectively chosen constants of admissible violations such

that Qo is associated with (1.i0.1), and g' (i: I,2, ..., k) are associated with i-th linear

constraint of (1. 10.2). We assume that the membership functions of pr(x), i : 0, 1,2, ... ,

k, are linearly decreasing over the "tolerance level" qi.

Now, on the lines of Zimmerrnan [46], we define the membership function corresponding

to (1.10.1) and (1.10.2), as follows.

Corresponding to f6(x) membership function p1(x) for objective function is written as

l9

i:1,2,...,k

i:k+1,k+2,...,m

j:1,2, ...,î

I r if fo(x)
I f"fx)-z^po(x) =11- if zçlf6(x) <zo*90-l-Qo
L 0 if zo+eo <fo(x)

Corresponding to i : I,2, . . . , k, the membership function is

(1.10 1)

(1.10 2)

(1.10 3)

(1.10.4)

(1.10.5)



[t,f
p;(x) =1,- 

tri(x)-dil ,f

L oo' ,r

Once the membership functions are known, then a solution that belongs to the

intersection of the fuzzy sets of objective function (1.10.1) and the constraints (1.10.2)

and satisf,red the crisp constraints (1.10.3) and (1.10.4) is a solution to (EFLP-1). Suppose

that ¡r¡(x) is the membership function of the fuzzy set "decision" of the model. Then,

po(x): Min (pr(x), p,(x), pz(x), pr(x), ..., ..., p*(x))

Since, we are interested in a large value of ¡r¡(x), therefore, following Zimmermann [46],

we want to obtain the maximum value of ¡r¡(x). Thus, our interest is to:

Maximize po(x) : Min [¡r¡(x), p,(x), pr(x), pr(x), ... , ..., po(x)]

Subjectto the constraints of (1.10.3) and (1.10.4).

Now, along the lines of Zimmermann146l, replacing po(x) by À, and using (1.10.5) and

(1.10.6) respectively for ¡rq(x), pr(x), i: 1,2,..., k, we have the following problem;

f¡(x) < di

di.fi(x)<d¡+q¡

di +qi <f¡(x)

(EFLP-2)
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(1 10 6)

Max l"

subject to

It is observed that (EFLP-2) is a crisp optimization problem whose optimal solution, if it

exists, provides a solution to (SFLP).

f6(x) + qo l" < z4 + qo

f;(x) +gi À< di+e, i:1,2,...,k

g,(x) r bi

0<¡,<1

X;t- j:1,2,---,fl



Remark 1.10.1. If in (SFLP), we replace

that is, if we replace the requirement " essentially less than or equal to" denoted by " 5 ",

by the requirement " desired to be less than or equal to" denoted by " f ", then, we take

the membership function p6(x) corresponding to fo(x) as follows:

fo(x) : z4 by fo(x)

Ii
po(x) =l t- fo(x)-(zo -qo)

laoLo
In this case corresponding to (EFLP-1) we have the following (EFLP-2)

(EFLP-2) Max I

21

,f fo(*)

,f zo - eo < fo(*) t zo

tf zs < fo(*)

subject to

f6(x) + qo 1" a zo

fl(x)+q,À < di+cl, i:1,2,...,k

e(x)

0< l,

x¡ I 0 j:1,2,...,î.

L.L1 Mr¡ltistage Flanning Froblems

Production planning is the activity of establishing production goals over some future

time period, called the planning horizon. The objective of production planning is to plan

the optimal use of resources to meet stated production requirements or to take advantage

of potential sales opportunities [21].
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The production systems consist of either single stage, or multistage. Multiple facilities

arranged in a multistage structure so that the output from one stage becomes the input to a

following stage 1211. The facilities can be operated on different schedules, with

coordination required only because some facilities obtain parts or semi finished products

from one or more other facilities. By allowing flexibility in scheduling, reduced

production costs may be realized; however, this usually is at the expense of additional

inventory holding costs resulting from increased inventories between stages. The

between-stage inventories act as a buffer to absorb the effect of imbalances between the

production rates of successive stages. The larger is the inventory, the more independence

between the stages.

The key to modeling a multistage system are the decisions about what groupings of

production operations constitute the stages in the system, whether or not each stage is to

have multiple facilities operating in parallel, and how many inventory points between

stages are to be defined.

The following diagrams represent a two-stage production system:

Figure 1.2 Facilities in series (a serial system).

Production

In Figure I.2, the system is viewed as two facilities in series. The term facility is used

here to mean a subsystem that is to be scheduled as a whole, so that in particular, it can

be modeled without specifically accounting for inventory accumulations between

production centers within the facility. A facility could be a single machine, a department,

Inventory Production lnventory
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a production line, an entire plant, or a grouping of plants, depending on the nature of the

planning decisions [21].

When a stage consists of parallel sequences of production centers, where each sequence

produces the product of that stage, it may be desirable to model the stage as parallel

facilities and define separate decision variables for each facility. This would be nearly

always be true in cases where a stage involves multiple plants. Both figures 1.3 and 1.4

represent a system where the first stage consists of two parullel facilities, each producing

the same type of product, the second stage, which uses the product of the first stage,

consists of three parallel facilities.

Figure 1.3 Facilities in parallel, common inventories.

Figure 1.4 Facilities in parallel, separate inventories between stages.

In Figure 1.3, the inventory between stages is not identified by facility, while in Figure

1.4, it is. The former model would be used when the inventory is, in fact, stored at a

common location, or when it is not important to distinguish between locations. The latter
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model may be necessary when transportation costs depend heavily on plant locations,

when there are storage limitations at separate inventory locations, or when it desired to

obtain the optimal shipping pattern between stages, as well as the production program at

each stage, as direct output from solving the model.

Mathematical programming models, particularly linear programming models, are

commonly used to analyze multistage systems.

L.lz Onganization of the thesis

In the present thesis, a number of related problems from a variety of areas are model

under fuzzry environment. Also, we discuss the methods to obtain their solutions and

interpretation to the solutions.

To be involved in production area, the followlng three issues are important:

First, select the best and the right place to locate the new or existing facility, then

select the type of production planning systems; either single stage or multistage

structure, and then

1.

2.

3. cope up with the changes in the production planning, e.g. increase and decrease

in production limits, change in work force level (hiring and laying off workers),

and cost of overtime, etc.

The present thesis deals with all these three issues under fwzy environment.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the concepts and problems considered in this thesis.

Chapter 2 deals with the literature review of the related work done by other researchers.

Chapter 3 deals with the weighted rating model under frn y environment with an

application to a facility location selection problem. In Chapter 4, a linear programming
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approach to the problem of multistage planning is presented under both crisp and fuzzy

environment. Chapter 5 presents a production planning model under crisp and fuzzy

environment using linear programming approach. Finally, the conclusion and the

contributions made by the thesis, along with some recommendations for further research,

are given in Chapter 6.

The flow chart of the organization of the thesis is shown in the next page.
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The main objective of this chapter is to provide a survey of the literature dealing

with production planning problems, Multistage Planning and the Weighted Rating Model

and other concepts considered in this thesis.

LITER.AT{,TR.E SUR.VEY

CFTAPTETT 2

2.1 Fuzzy Weighted Rating Models

The weighted rating model is a multi-objective decision making tool which was

introduced by Keeney and Raiffa [24, 25] as a selection technique process to overcome

the common inconsistency in human judgment. It is considered as a powerful decision

making tool in many disciplines, and is a promising and important field of study. A

classical crisp weighted rating model, as introduced by Keeney and Raiffa 124,251 is

stated as follows.

Suppose we have n decision alternatives and m criteria such that the m criteria are used

on each ofthe n projects.

We take

r¡ : the rate associated with the i-th criterion and j-th decision alternative, i: 1,2, . . . , m;

j: 1,2,..., n, and

wi:the weightofthe i-th criterion, i: 1,2, ...,m,

such that \, the total weighted rate of the j-th decision alternative, j:1,2, ..., n, is

27

given by: Rj : Z, w¡r,j i:1,2, ...,f,.
i=7



Criterion
1

2

m
Total Rate \

Weight
W1

Wz

The decision alternative with the highest (lowest) rate is the optimal solution when the

objective is to maximize (minimize, respectively) the total weighted rate.

The process of deriving weìghts is fundamental to the effectiveness of the model's

application. As already stated in Section 1.7, the weights W may be generated by various

techniques. One effective and widely used procedure for this purpose is the Delphi

technique 123,421. However, any weighting which is considered to reflect accurately the

organization's priorities can be used. A weighted rating model allows the relative

importance of the criteria to be modeled. The degree to which a criterion satisfies the

relevant goal is modeled and the rates are then summed. More preferred decision

alternatives rate higher on the scale, and less preferred decision alternatives rate lower. In

practice, scales extending from 1 to 100 are often used, where 1 represents a real or

hypothetical least preferred decision alternatives, and 100 is associated with a real or

hypothetical most preferred decision alternatives. Often, for convenience, scales

belonging to the interval [1,10] are also used. The most common way to combine rates on

criteria, and relevant weights between criteria, is to calculate a simple weighted average

of rates. Use of such weighted averages depends on the assumption of mutual

independence of preferences. This means that the judged strength of preference for a

decision altemative on one criterion will be independent of its judged strength of

wm

Dec. Alt. 1

ru
lzt

Dec. Alt.2

m
Rr : Zw¡ril

i-1t-t

fml

ntz
rzz

m
Rr : T w,r,n

:-1t-L

Dec. Alt. n

1m2

28
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preference on another. Constraints can also be modeled into this procedure to give the

constrained weighted rating model. Using a variety of techniques, certain types of fuzzy

decision making problems have been studied by Kaufmann and Gupta f22,23f, Zadeh

[45], and Zimmermann 146, 471.

Lucas and Moore [32] presented a decision procedure for the selection systems

projects. The procedure includes a steering committee which develops project evaluation

criteria. The committee specifies weights for each criteria several alternatives for each

computer application are developed and a scoring is used to evaluate each alternative.

The procedure allowed for inclusion of both objective and subjective criteria and result in

consistent project selection decision.

Dubois and Prade [13] proposed a survey of decision-analysis-oriented methods

based on the concept of a finzy number. Fwzy numbers are useful to perform sensitivity

analysis on utility-based model or scoring methods, when probability or utility values,

weights of attributes cannot be precisely estimated but are obtained through verbal

statements. Algorithms for computing fuzzy expectations of utility of fuzzy global ratings

are provided.

Ince et al. [20] presented the application of fiuzy multiple-criteria decision-

making to the problem of project selection. The category of multiple-criteria techniques

known as fitzzy ranking methods are used to rank projects under conditions where the

criteria of selection are imprecisely defined and the project scores for the criteria are

subjectively determined.
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Appadoo [2] developed the scoring models under fuzzy environment and applied

them to assess the best decision alternative from multicriteria decision problem like Bond

Selection Problem.

2.2 Multistage Production Systern

The production systems consist of either single stage or multistage. Multiple

facilities arranged in a multistage structure so that the ouþut from one stage becomes the

input to a following stage.

Mathematical programming models, particularly linear programming models, are

commonly used to analyze multistage systems.

Gabbay [15] presented an analyic f¡amework for a hierarchical treatment of a

multistage linear programming production and inventory problem. The problem

addressed is multi-item, capacitated and linear.

Teny and Kochhar [40] developed a formal mathematical approach to aggregate

production planning for a multi-product, multi-cell and multi-stage manufacturing

system. The model, based upon a vector space approach, includes all the important

variables relating to the demand for individual items, inventory levels, the availability of

machines taking into account any breakdowns, subcontracting of orders and overtime /

under time working and increase / decrease in the number of orders subcontracted are

presented.

Pizzolato and Goyal [35] modeled a multi-stage multi-system production process. A

serial production process is defined in which the production output of each stage serves
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as an input for the next one while intermediate stage inventories absorb productive

imbalances between successive stages.

Tamura [38, 39] formulated a generalized model of the production planning problem

as a mixed- integer programming problern, and is approximated as a linear programming

problem by applying the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle [12]. An approximate

algorithm is developed in detail for a two- stage production system.

Gunasekaran et. al LlTl developed a mathematical model for determining the

optimum lot-sizes for a set of products and the capacity required to produce them in

multi-stage production system to minimize the total system cost per unit time.

Wang [41] developed a fwzy multi-objective linear programming model for solving

the multi-product aggregate production planning decision problem in a fwzy

environment. The proposed model attempted to minimize total production costs, carrying

and backordering cost and rates of changes in labor levels considering inventory level,

labor levels, capacity, warehouse space and the time value of money.

2.3 Sumrnary of the Thesis

The results and methods conducted in this thesis are contained in Chapter 3, Chapter

4, and Chapter 5. We summarize them as follows:

Chapter 3 Fuzzy \ileighted Rating Models

In this chapter, we consider the weiglrted rating model of Keeney and Raiffa 124,251

under fuzzy environment and apply it to a facility location problem.
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Chapter 4 l-inear Programming Approach to Multistage Flanning Problem.

The purpose of this chapter is to extend the result proved by Johnson [21] further by

solving the multistage planning problem under flzy conditions. The advantage of using

fut y mathematics is that it gives decision-maker flexibility and quantifies the certain

type of uncertainty involved in the multi-stage production planning problem.

Chapter 5 Linear Programming Approach to Production Planning Model.

In this chapter, the effect of the changes in production planning problem {e.9.

increase and decrease in production limits), has been solved under furty conditions. A

numerical example has considered and compared the results obtained in the crisp

environment and observed that the results obtained using fuzzy assumptions give much

more flexible results.

Chapter 6 Conclusionr Contribution and Recommendations.

In this chapter, the contributions made in thesis are presented, conclusion along

with some recommendations for further research on the problems considered in the

thesis.



FUZZ,V RATING MODEI, AND F'ACII,ITY I,OCATION

PR.OELEM

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a rating model under fwzy environment

and apply it to a facility location selection problem. We call such models as Fuzzy Rating

Models (FRM).

CTTAPTER 3

3"1 Introduction

In modeling real world problems we often encounter multicriteria decision making

problems with independent objectives. A rating model introduced by Keeney and Raiffa

L24,251is a relatively quick and easy way to identi$ the best decision alternatives in

such problems [1]. In this chapter we consider a rating model under fut y environment

and show how such a model can assist in analyzing a multi criteria decision making

problem when the information available is vague, imprecise and subjective. Numerical

examples, with both crisp and fuzzy cases, are provided at the end of the chapter to

demonstrate the application of the model in analyzing a facllity location selection

problem. It is believed that FRM developed here will find its applications in a wide

variety of areas llke fuzzy part family formation in a production system and fuzzy job

selection problems etc.

3.2 Fuzzy R.ating Model

Assume that

JJ

r¡ : the rating associated with the criterion i and decision alternative j,



i: I,2, ...,m; j : 1 ,2, ..., n is a T.F.N. such that,

r¡:(r¡r,r¡z,r¡r) for i: 1,2,...,m ; j : 1, 2, ...,f

whose s-cut is given by.

r,: (o): fr¡i +(r¡z-r¡r)u,, r¡a -(r,:, -r¡z) o] ( 3.2.1)

for i: 1,2,...,m ; j : 1,2,...,n and0<o < 1

Let:

wi : the weight of the criterion i for i : 1,2,... , m

be T.F.N. such that

r¡A : (r¡¡,r, wiz, wi¡ ) for i : 7,2,..., m

whose s-cut is given by:

W (cr ): [Wr +( wiz- wir ) o, wi¡ - (W¡ - Wz ) o ]

for i:1,2,...,m and0<o <1

wi: (w,l, wiz, wi¡ ) for i : 1, 2,...,m, where I represents a real or hypothetical least

preferred decision alternatives, and 100 is associated with a real or hypothetical most

preferred decision alternatives. Often, for convenience, scales belonging to the interval

[1, 10] are also used.

We now let
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R,: fuzzyRate for decision alternativej, j : 1,2, ...,î

In view of (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we have

m

& (cr): Zw¡(a)Ør¡(u)
i=7

Ilwil +(wiz - \¡/il )o,wi: -(wi¡ -wiz )o]A
l=l

[r¡1 + (r¡jz - r¡r )cr ,r1F - (r,j3 - rijz)a]

(3.2.2)

(3.2.3)

(3.2 4)



Where 8 denotes the finzy multiplication.

mmm
Rj(d) = (Z.wnr¡I +fl w¡r¡z -2L wil'yt + lw¡2r¡¡1fa- i=7 ' i=l " i=l " i=\

+

mhrftrm
[Z.w¡2r¡2 - 7.* ¡zr¡jt - | w¡r¡z + | w¡1r¡yla¿,
i=l-i=l"i=l"i=7

mnmÌn
Zw¡tr¡js +[l wpr¡¡2 -ZT, w¡zr¡iz + lw¡2r¡pla
i=l i=l - i=7 - i=l

+

The fiuzy number \ corresponding to \ (o) is obtained by setting o : 0 for obtaining

end values, and ü,: 1,

for obtaining the interior value. Therefore,

mmm
R¡ = (T.witr¡t, Z w¡2r¡jz, I w3rç), j = 1,2,...,n

i=l i=l i=l

mm
IL wnr¡¡z - L
i=l

for which the membership function ¡t,¡ (x) for j : | ,2, ..., n, is obtaíned by setting

mmmm
(1,,w¡r4 +ff w¡¡¡2 -2> wnr¡il + lw¡2rç1)a +
i=l i=l i=7 " i=l
mmmm

l> wizrij2 - f w¡2r¡r - f w¡¡¡z + | w¡r¡¡1faz = x
i=l-i=l"i=l"i=\

and

mmmm
l.w7r¡z +[l w3r¡2 -2> wßryfi + lw¡2r¡pfø +
i=l i=7 i=7 - i=\
mmmm

l> wßrifi - | w6r¡z - Z *¡zr,j3 + t w¡2r¡¡2fø2 = x
i=l l=1 - i=7 - i=l

wpr¡2 - f,_rrizr,jt + f ,¡2r¡¡21a2¡ (3.2.5)
i=1
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respectively, and solving each of them for o in terms of x. Thus, we have the membership

function as given on the next page.
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[[n, rn m m lfz
4 ll Zwariiz- \war¡il- Zwitr¡¡z+ tw¡14¡ | | x

LLi=l i=r i=l i=l - ll
[m m m 12

+l Z,wtrii2 -2 lw¡r¡¡1 + lwpr¡¡1 |

Lí=l i=l i=l )
[l-m m m m "ll2l-- I

-4ll Zwr2riiz - Zwtzr¡¡t - Zwilr¡¡2+ lw¡r¡¡1 I I I Zr;ltrrl I

LLi=t " i=l ' i=r ' i=l ' J.l Li=r - )

Ps(r) =

[m m m I
-l Z*pr,,, - 2 lw3r¡6 + lw2r¡¡ |Li=l - i=t - i=l )

[t-m m m m 1f
ll Zrpr,,t - \wßr¡¡z - Zwar¡¡z + 2w2r¡¡2 ll x
LLi=r - i=t " i=l ' i=t "l-l

[n m m I
*l .Lrnr¡jz -2 .lw3r6 + .lw12rp I

Lt=l l=l t=l I

ltm m m m ll2l. ¡

4ll Zwsriit' Lwßr¡¡2 - Zwar¡¡t + lwi2r¡¡21 I I Z ri¡Rr¡ 
I

LLi=l - i=t " i=l ' i=l ll Li=l " J

ln
if x < .7..wi1r¡¡

r= t
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mmmm
}wilr¡i3 - \wßr¡iZ - Z wi2r¡ß + lw'r2r¡¡2
i=l-i=l -i=r-i=l

mm
iÎ lw¡r¡¡1{x< lwi2r¡¡2

i=l i =1

3.3 The Approximated Fuzzy Rating

If we approximate the above fuzzy number by

then AR.; is given by

mmm
ARL : (Z_rwitr,it, Zrwizrtiz, Zrwnriit), j = 1,2,'..,n

mm
if lwpr¡¡2 <x< lwgr¡¡3i=r - i=l

m
if x 2.I, w¡3r,73

l=l

Model

A T.F.N., and denote ir by AR¡,

( 3.3.1)
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and we call it the approximate fuzzy rate (AFR). The corresponding conflrdence interval

at a- cut level of the approximated T.F.N. AR¡ (o) is given by

AR: (o):

(Zw1rfl +flw¡2r¡, - lw¡¡¡1)d,
i=l i=7 t-l

mmm
lwprp -lÐw ¡sru3 - I w¡2r¡¡2fa)
i=l-i=l"i-L

The approximate membership function of the AFR model is as given below.

0

m
x- | w¡(¡il

i=1

F.an¡ (x):

mm
lw¡2ri¡z- lw¡r¡t
i=7 i=l

m

lwprç-x
i=l

mm
Zwßrifi-Zwi2rijz
l:l i=l

0

where "x" represent the ratìng value

3"4 Error A,nalysis of T.F'.N

if x< I w¡Í¡¡t
i=1

if lwnr¡y<x<
i=7

(3 3.2)

Unfortunately the triangular fuzzy numbers are not closed under multiplication and

division and it has been pointed out by Kaufmann and Gupta 122,231that the result of

these operators is a polynomial membership function, and the triangular shape only

approximates the actual result. It is a common mistake to blindly assume that the error

mm
if Zwi2rü2 <x< | wßr¡jz

i=\ i=7

m
if x2 | wßr¡it

i=1

I w¡2rç2
i=l
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introduced by the approximations is small and acceptable. According to Kaufmann and

Gupta [22, 23], the linear approximation can be quite poor and can lead to incorrect

results when used in a vanety of applications. Thus, in this case, it is important to

perform error analysis to check the accuracy of the estimate. Error of approximation

between the approximated membership function and the actual membership function can

be sufficiently large to produce erroneous results. Each triangular or polynomial fuzzy

number can be separated into a left and right segment.

Using the notation of Kaufmann and Gupta \22,231the actual fuzzy number for the value

x, at a given o is defined as T¡ for the left segment and Tp for the right segment. The

standard approximation for value x at a given s is defined as P¡ and PB for the left and

right segments respectively. This allows us to separately analyze the left and right

portions of the membership curve [22,23].

The left segment error, r¡, iS

€r: Pr - Tr

and the right segment error, rB, is

tp: Pp - Tp (3.4.2)

A more meaningful measure of the error can be obtained by taking the absolute percent

error. The absolute percent error with respect to the actual value is defined for the left

segment as

o/ot:ltt-trLoo"lrl
and the right segment error is defined as

o/o tn: lp* - r* | ,oo'lrR 
I

(3 4.1)

(3.4.3)

(3.4.4)
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These expressions require knowledge of both the approximation and the actual value at

every s-cut to have any utility.

If the above errors are small that less than 3%o, we can take the approximate triangular

fuzzy number as a legitimate approximation (Kaufmann and Gupta [23]).

3.5 Kaufinann and Gupta Enror .A.nalysis with T.F.I{.

approximation.

Using Kaufmann and Gupta [23] notation, let the fuzzy number A be obtained as the

multiplication of the two T.F.N.'s such that the o-cut of A is given explicitly by

A (s): [A (sr), A (on)]

Where A (or): represents the cr-cut of left segment of the exact futtry number A.

A (on) : represents the o-cut of right segment of the exact fuzzy number A.

Suppose P, a T.F.N., is obtained as an approximation of the fuzry number A, such that

the o-cut of P is given by

P (o): [P (or), P (on)]

Where P (or) : represents the a-cut of left segment of the approximate fuzzy number P.

P (on): represents the o-cut of right segment of the approximate fwzy number P.

The left divergence ero is given by 1231,

€Lo:A(sr)-P(or)

The right divergence e*o is given by

€Ro:A(on)-P(on)

According to Kaufinann and Gupta 122,231,

(351)

(3.s.2)



The maximum left and right divergences occur at cr: ]
2

If each of the right and left divergence is small, then P can be considered as a good

approximation of the product of the two fwq numbers.

3.6 Left and R.ight Ðivergence of the FaraboltcFwzzy R.ating

Number.

From (3.2.5), we have

R j(d) = (Zwilrüt
i=l

t

mmm+fl w¡r¡z -22 wirrüt + lw¡2r¡17aj=l i=l i=l
+

mmmm.
Z,wizr¡z - L w¡zrül - I witr¡z + | w¡r¡1Ja",
i=7 i=l i=l - i=l

mmmm
lwprp +fl w3r¡z -2>, wnri¡t + lw¡2r¡pla

;-1 - :-
'-' ,-l " i=\ " i=7

+

mmmm
lf *izr¡jz - 2wprqz- lw¡2rp+ 2 *¡2r¡zloz) (3.2.5)
i=l i=l j=1 - i=l
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and from (3.3.2) we have

AR: (o):

mmm
(Lwiújt +llw¡2r¡2 - 2,w¡1r¡1)d,
j=l i=l i-l

According to Kaufmann and Gupta [23], the left Divergence for j : I,2,

by using equation (3.6.1)

mmm
\w3r6 -lZwnr,tt - lw¡2r¡2)a)
i=l i=l i-l

(332)

,, fl is given



mmmm
(Zwirrijt +fl wnr¡¡z -22 wilri¡ + lw¡2r¡17ø +
i=7 i=7 i=7 i=7
mmmm

¡f w¡2ryz - f, *¡zr,jl - É w¡(ij2 +'2 w¡¡¡¡11a2 ,
i=l l=1 i=l l=l

mmm
Zw¡(¡it +lÐ_rwizriiz - Lrwitr¡r7a

6lj :

The maximum left divergences occurs at o,: ] , th.r.fore, substitute o,: 1 in (¡.0. f ).2' 2

The maximum left divergence for j : 1,2, . .. , n is given by

Max _e¡¡ =

Similarly,

mmmm
lw¡1r¡z + lw¡2r¡¡1+ lw¡2rq2 + lw¡1r¡t
i=l i=\ l=1 i=7

the right divergence is given bV (3.6.3).

4t

mmmnx
lwsrp +ff wpr¡z -22 w¡tr¡fi + lw¡2r¡pla +
i=7 i=l i=7 i=7
mmmm.

ll w14fi - | w3r¡2 - 2 w¡zru3 + I w¡2r¡21d'
l=l"i=l"i=l'i=l

mmm
lwsrp +llwpr¡3 - I w ¡2r¡2)a)
i=7 l=l i-l

rRj :

(3.6.1)

The maximum right divergences occurs at o: ] , th.r.fore, substitut" o: 1 in (3.6.3).2' 2

The maximum right divergence for j : 1,2, . .. , n is given by

(3.6.2)

(363)



Max_ep¡ =

mmmm
lw3r4 + lw¡2rp + lw¡2r42 + lwprqt
i=l l=1 i=l i=l

We will be using Max _e¡¡ and Max _eB¡ for j : I,2,..., n, in the example below.

3"7 Facitrity Location Froblem: A Crisp R.ating Model

For the purpose of comparing the crisp approach with the fiszzy approach we first

consider a numerical example under crisp environment.

Assuming that an industrial engineer is faced with the decision of location of a

new facility, and the choices is to be made from the following locations:

o Location 1 (Ll)

o Location2 (L2)

" Location 3 (L3)

o Location a (L4)

For the sake of completion, we first demonstrate the crisp model 124, 251 given in

Section 1.7.1.

4
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(3.6.4)

A summary of the ratings assigned to the different criteria and decision alternatives is

provided in Table 3.1, and a swnmary of the weights assigned to different criteria are

provided in the Table3.2.

There are I criteriathat related to the facility location problem; these criteria have been

taken from [14].

Travel distance: Depends on location (starting and ending points of trips).



Travel cost: This must be optimized

Political decision.

Convenience of access: For each location, there is a distance between the

location and the other facility, so the closer the distance to Li the more

convenient will be the access of Li to that distance.

Material handing cost is very important in multifacility location problems,

the longer a material handling transport, the more it can cost.

\ilorking condition consists of the size, comfort, car parking, ... , etc.

Cost of renting and maintenance.

Other characteristics: There are some characteristics that may effect the

decision of the new facility location; such characteristics are termed as'other

characteristics'.

Table 3. . Urisn Ratinss lbr E:

43

C
Criterion

Travel distance

Travel cost

Folitical decision

Convenience of access

lch Loca

Material handling cost

L1

\ilorking conditions

Cost of renting& maintenance

ion Criterion

9

L2

8

Other characteristics

8

6

L3

7

5

9

7

5

L4

7

6

4

7

5

5

5

I

6

5

5

6

5

4

6

4

5

5

5

4

5

6

5
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Before assigning the weights to different criteria we should fîrst have a standard scale of

the level of importance which is provided in the following table:

Level of importance

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Important

Average important

Scale

Somewhat important

8

Somewhat unimportant

able J.2. Crisn rrV

7

Unimportant

6

Criterion

5

Travel distance

4

Travel cost

ts for each Location Criterion

J

Folitical decision

Convenience of access

2

Material handling cost

I

Level of importance

Working conditions

Cost of renting& maintenance

Extremely important

Extremely important

Other characteristics

Somewhat important

Average important

\Meight

Somewhat unimportant

I

Average important

Somewhat important

8

aJ

Average important

4

2

4

3

4
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Table 3.3 beloq provides a summary of the rating value for each of the sub-criterion for

Location 1, Location 2, Location 3 and Location 4.

Table J.J Uomputation of Crisp Rates fbr Locationbte 3.3
Criterion

Travel distance

C

Travel cost

Folitical decision

Convenience of access

Material handling cost

TVeight

Working conditions

Cost of R&M

8

Other characteristics

8

L (1)

J

Total rate

9

4

Comparing the results in Table 3.3, we see that the highest crisp rate of 235 corresponds

to the Locationl. Thus, under crisp environment, Locationl is the recorrìmended decision

alternative.

8

2

L (2\

6

4

3and4

I

5

a
J

7

5

L (3)

4

7

4

9

6

5

3"8 Facility Location Froblern: A Fuzzy R.ating ModeX

7

5

5

L (4)

5

23s

5

6

7

4

We now consider the model in which each of the Locations has their weights and

ratings given in terms of T.F.N.'s in place of crisp value. We consider each of them one

by one. Various ranking procedures f7, 10,23,281 are used to rank the different

altematives in fwzy environment.

5

8

5

227

4

6

5

6

5

5

228

4

6

5

226



' Case 1: tr ocation I (L1).

We assume that the funy ratings and the fuzzy weights for the Ll are given in the

form of T.F.N.'s in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 respectively, along with their o cuts.

Table 3.4. Fa

Travel distance(o)

Criterion

Travel cost (o)

Political decision (o)

Convenience of access (u,)

r Location I $.1

Material handling cost (o)

Working conditions (o)

Cost of R&M (o)

Other characteristics (o)

Rating

(8,9, 10)

(7,8 ,9 )
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Table 3.5. Fuzzy Weishts for

(5,6,7)

Rating (o)

(4,5 ,6)

(8+o,10-cr)

(4,5 ,6)

(7+a,9-cr)

(3,4 ,5)

Criterion

(5+o,7-a)

Travel distance

(4,5 ,6)

(4+a,6-cr)

Travel cost

(4,5 ,6)

Political decision

(4+o,6-o)

Convenience ofaccess

(3+o,5-o)

Material handling cost

Each Location Criterion

(4+o,6-a)

Cost of renting& maintenance

Working conditions

Level of importance

(4+a,6-cr)

Extremely important

Other characteristics

Extremely important

Somewhat important

Average important

Somewhat unimportant

lVeight

Average important

(7,8,9)

Somewhat important

(7,8 ,9 )

Average important

Weight (o)

(2,3 ,4)

(7+ u, 9- o)

(3,4 ,5)

(7+ u,9- o)

(r,2 ,3)

(2+ u,4- a)

(3,4 ,5)

(3+ o, 5- u)

(2,3 ,4)

(1+ o,3- s)

(3,4 ,5)

(3+ u, 5- s)

(2+ a ,4- u)

(3+ cr, 5- o)
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If we plug in values of the rating (Table 3.4) and weight (Table 3.5) in the formula of

multiplication we end up with values in Table 3.6

Table 3.6. Com
^ Criterion

Travel distance

Travel cost

Political decision

tatron

Convenience of access

Weight (o)

Material handling cost

of Fuzzy R.ates for Locationl

(7+ u,9- o)

Working conditions

(7+ a,9- s)

(2+ u ,4- a)

Cost of R&M

Rating (o)

Other characteristics

(3+ s, 5- s)

(8 + s, 10- o,)

r

(1+ o, 3- s)

(7+a,9-o)

Total,fuzzy røte (a):

(3+ o, 5- o)

(5+s,7-a)

nl (L
Score (o): Weight(o)* Rating(o)

Defining the interval of confidence at level a, the total funy rate is a parabolic finzy

number as follows.

Total Fuzzy Rate¡ (a): (160+67 a+8 a',326-99 u,+ 8 cr2) Vø e [0,1] (3.S.1)

(2+ a ,4- a)

(4+o,6-o)

(56+15 t + d2 ,90-79 0+ 02 )

(4+o,6-a)

(3+ u, 5- o)

(49+14 o.+ G2, 81-18 0+ cr2 )

(3+o,5*o)

l{eíght (a)

(10+ 7 u.+ ü,2 ,28-71 cL+ a2 )

(4+u,6-a)

The membership function for the Location 1 with parabolic curvature is given as shown

below.

(12+ 7 a+ d2, 30-11 û,+ û,2 )

(4+a,6-o)

(4+ 5 0 +d" 18- 9 0,+ 02 )

Rating (a)

Orrrrtr.=l

(9+6CI,+a2,25-10CI,+û,2)

(8+ 6 CI, +d2,24-10 C[+ CI,2 )

(12+ 7 ct + d2, 30-1 I û,+ û,2 )

0

- 67 + &2 rate 431

(160+67 a+8a2,326-99 o+ 8s2 )

I6
gg - Jn rate 431

Now if we let s,: 0 and u,:

the total score for the Ll.

t6
0

,f rate < 160

,f 160 < rate<235

,f 235 < rate<326

1, in the equation (3.8.1) we get in terms of afuzzy number

,Í rate> 326



Total ßuzza Rateu : ( 160 , 235 , 326 )

Approximating the Total Fuzzy Rate¡1 by a T.F.N., we obtain the following o -cut.

Total ßuzza Rater-r (a) : (160 + 75 a,326 - 9l u) Vø e [0,1]

The membership function for the approximated Total Fuzzy ratell is given as below.

lrrr(rr,4=[

0 if rate < 160
rate -T6o if 160 < rate < 235

75
326 - rate if 235 < rate < 326

9t
0 f rate> 326

The error analysis for Location 1 (L1) is provided in Table 3.7,this table consists of 8

columns, and each column represents the following:

Column L : the left part of Equation (3.8.1) for V a e [0,1]

Column 2 :the rightpartofEquation(3.8.1) for Va e[0,1]

Column 3 : the left part of Equation (3.8.2) for V a e [0,1] which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 4: the right part of Equation (3.8.2) for Vø e [0,1] which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 5: the difference between Column 3 and Column 1.

Column 6: the difference between Column 4 and Column 2.

48

(3 8.2)

Column 7: computation of right percentage enor o/o *:l

Column 8 : computation of left percentage enor %ó

column$ - column2

column2

column3 - columnl

":l columnl

l,. 
too

l,. 
too



Table 3.7. Ea

0

0

Left Ratinp

I
rro

0.1

Curvature

0.2

analvsis lbr Location

0.3

160

166.78

0.4

173.72

Risht Ratins

.,

0.5

1 80.82

Curvature

0.6

188.08

0.7

326

195.5

3 16. 18

0.8

203.08

0.9

306.52

Left Ratine

3

2T0.82

297.02

I

2t8.72

T.F.N

287.68

226.78

160

278.s

167.5

In this case \Ã/e see that the left and right maximum percent error is small. Therefore,

using the T.F.N. approximation in this case is useful. Graph 3.7 inAppendix 1 shows the

Total Fuzzy Rate¡ and the approximated T.F.N. We observe that the segments of the

multiplication corresponding to the TotalFuzzy Rateu are not straight lines.

Case 2: Location 2 (L2).

We assume that the funy ratings and the fwzy weights for the L2 are given in the form

of T.F.N.'s in Table 3.8 and Table 3.5 respectively, along with their o cuts.

23s

269.48

Rieht Ratins

4

t75

260.62

r82.5

T.F.N

2s1.92

190

326

243.38

197.5

3t6.9

5

235

Enor

307.8

205
212.5

t3-1)

298.7

6

289.6

220

0

Error

0.72

227.5

280.5

(4-2\

1.28

271.4

7

23s

YoError

0

1.68

262.3

012

49

t.92

253.2

t.28

244.1

I

2

1.68

0

o/oEnor

1.92

0.2

t.92

23s

Table 3.8:

1.68

0.4

able J.ü: ft'uznt Ratings f'or Location 2

2

t.28

0.6

r.92

0

0.72

0.7

04

1,68

0.7

0.7

t.28

0

Travel distance(o)

0.7

0.9

0.72

Criterion

0.6

1.0

0

0.5

Travel cost (o)

1.0

Political decision (o)

Convenience of access (o)

0.3

0.9
0.8

0.0

Material handling cost (0)

0.6
0.3

Working conditions (o)

0.0

Ratins

Cost of R&M (u)

Other characteristics (o)

(7 ,8,9)
(6,7,9 )
(6,7 , g)

Ratine (o)

(7+a,9-o)

(5,6,7)

(6+o,8-o)

(4,5 ,6)

(6+o,8-o)

(4, 5

(3,4,5)

(5+o,7-u)

,6)

(4,5,6)

(4+a,6-s)
(4+u,6-s)
(3+o,5-u)
(4+a,6-a)
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If we plug in values of the ratings (Table 3.8) and weight (Table 3.5) in the formula of

multiplication we end up with values in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9: Coma

Criterion

Travel distance

Travel cost

tation of

Folitical decision

Convenience of access

Material handling cost

Weight (a)

Working conditions

(7+ u,9- o)

Rates l'or Location 2

(7+ a,9- o)

Cost of R&M

Other characteristics

(2+ a ,4- a)

Rating (o)

(3+ s, 5- a)

(7+ a,9- a)

Totalfuzzy rate (a):

(1+ o, 3- o)

(6+ o, 8- ü)

Def,tning the interval of confidence at level a, the total finzy rate is a parabolic fuzzy

number as follows.

(3+ o, 5- o)

(6+ o, 8- o)

Rate(u)=Weight(a) *Ratin g(o)

(2+ a ,4- a)

(5+o,7-u)

(49+14 t t d2 ,81 -18 CI,+ u,2 )

(3+ g, 5- cr)

(4+ o,6 - o)

Total Fuz,zyR.aterz (a) : (152+67 a+8 a', 318 - 99 a+ 8 o2) Y a e[0,1]

(42 +13 a"+ d2 ,72 -l7a+ ú)

(4+ o, 6- u)

Weight (a)

(12 +8o + d' ,32 -12 0 + u,2 )

The membership function for the Location 2 \zv:rth parabolic curvature is given as shown

below.

(3+ o, 5- o)

(15+ 8 u+d,2,35 -l2a+ t )

(4+ o, 6- o)

(4+5CI,+d"18-9CI,+02)

Ratíng (a)

(12+ 7 a+ d2, 30 -11 0+ û,2)

(6+50+d',20-9CI,+02)

ltL2eate) =

(12+ 7 u"+ ø2, 30 -11 CI,+ ü2 )

0

- 67 + &zrate -3?5

(1.52+67 a+8 a2,318 -99 u+8a2)

16
gg - "h2rote -375

Now if we let s: 0 and u:

the total rate for theL2.

16
0

,f rate <152

,f 152 <rate<227

f 227 < rate < 318

1, in the equation (3.8.3) we get in terms of a fuzzy number

,f rate>3i8

(3.8.3)



Total Fuzry Rate¡2: 052,227,318)

Approximating the Total Fuzzy Raterz by a T.F.N., we obtain the following u, -cut.

Total Fuz.zy Rate¡2 @): (152+75 a,378 - 91 o) Vø e [0,1]

The memberships function for the approximated Total Ftnzy Rate¡2 is given as below.

Urrrrr,.=l
rate -752

0 f rate<152

75
318-rate

The error analysis for location 2 (L2) are provided intable 3.10, this table consists of 8

columns, each Column represents the following:

Column 1 : the left part of Equation (3.8.3) for Va e [0,1]

Column 2 : the right part of Equation (3.8.3) for V a e [0,1]

Column 3: the left part of Equation (3.8.4) forYa e[0,1] which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 4: the right part of Equation (3.8.a) for Ya e [0,1] which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 5: the difference between Column 3 and column 1.

Column 6: the difference between Column 4 and column 2.

91
0

,f 152 < rate < 227

,f 227 < rate < 318

,f rate > 318
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(3.8.4)

Column 7: computation of right percenta ge enor o/o *: 
I

Column 8: computation of left percentage enor o/o

column( - column2

columnT

column3 - columnl,r: 
I

columnl

l. 
too

l. 
too



Table 3.10. Ea

q Left Ratine

0

1

0.1

Cu¡vatu¡e

rlror anatvs

0.2
0.3

r52
1s8.78

0.4

Rieht Ratins

16s.72

0.5

2

is fì

172.82

Curvature

0.6

'or Total Fuzztt Scores

180.08

0.7

318

187.5

0.8

308.18

19s.08

0.9

298.52

Left Ratins

3

202.82

289.02

1

210.72

T.F.N

279.68

218.78

152

270.5

In this case we see that the left and right maxjmum percent error is small. Therefore,

using the T.F.N. approximation in this case is useful. Graph 3.10 in Appendix 1 shows

the Total Fuzzy Raterz and the approximated T.F.N. We observe that the segments of the

multiplication corresponding to the TotalFuzzy Raterz are not straight lines.

Case 3: tr ocation 3 (L3):

159.5

261 48

227

Risht Ratìns

4

t67

2s2.62

174.5

243.92

T.F.N

Location2

t82

23s.38

318

189.s

308.9

227

5

197

299.8

Error

204.5

290.7

(3-l)

2T2

281.6

2t9.5

b

0

272.5

Error

0.72

227

263.4

(4-2)

1.28

We assume that the fuzzy ratings and the fwzy weights for the L3 are given in the form

of T.F.N.'s in Tables 3.1 1 and 3.5 respectively, along with their s cuts.

254.3

1.68

0

7

24s.2

YoEnor

0.72

t.92

52

236.1

t.28

2

1.68

227

r.92

0

r.92

Lable 3.11. ß'uzzv -Ra

1.68

0.2

8

YoEr¡or

r.28

0.4

2

0.72

t.92

0.6

1.68

0

07

0

0.5

t.28

0.7

Travel distance(a,)

0.72

0.8

0.7

Criterion

1.0

0.7

0

Travel cost (ü)

1.1

0.5

Political decision (o)

Convenience of access (u,)

1.1

0.3

1.0

0.0

Material handling cost (o)

0.8

l'or

0.6

Working conditions (o)

0.3

Location 3

0.0

Ratins

Cost of R&M (o)

Other characteristics (o)

(8,9, 10)

(6,7,8)

[,3

(4,5 ,6)

Ratins (o)

(8+ o, 1o - o)

(5,6,7)

(6+o,8-o)

(4,5 ,6)

(4+o,6-s)

(3,4 ,5)

(5+o,7-a)

(4,5 ,6)

(4+ a,6 - s)

(4,5 ,6)

(3+o,5-o)
(4+a,6-a)
(4+ a,6 - cr)
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If we plug in values of the ratings (Table 3.11) and weights (Table 3.5) in the formula of

multiplication we end up with values in Table 3.12 below.

Table 3.12. ComaDle J.IZ. UomDutatton
Criterion

Travel distance

Travel cost

Political decision

ConvenÍence of access

ion of Fuzzy Rates fi

Material handling cost

Weight (o)

(7+ u,9- s)

Working conditions

(7+ a,9- o)

Cost of R.&M

Other characteristics

(2+ a ,4- u)

or Location J (L3
Rating (o)

(3+ o, 5- s)

(8+ o, 1o - o)

Totalfuny røte (a):

(1+ o, 3- u)

(6+o,8-o)

Defining the interval of confidence at level a, the total fuzzy rate is a parabolic fuzzy

number as follows.

(3+ cr, 5- o)

(4+s,6-o)

Score (u)=Weight(a) *Rating(o)

(2+ a,4- u)

(5+s,7-a)

(56+15 a.+ d2 ,90-Tg CI,+ û,2 )

(3+ o, 5- s)

(4+ a,6 - o)

Total Fuzzy Rateu (a):(154+66 u+8 a2,378- 98 o+ 8 a2) Ya e[0,1]

(42+13 a+d2,72-I7a+ ú)

(3+ o,5 - o)

Weíght (a)

The membership function for the Location 3 with parabolic curvature is given as shown

below.

(8+6cr+a"24-100+ü2)

(4+o,6-o)

(15+ 8 u.+ d2 ,35-I2a+ ú )

(4+s,6-q)

(4+5u.+d2,18-9s+a')

,rr,r"r., = 

{

Ratíng (a)

(9+60,+d2,25-10ü+ü2)

(8+ 6 ü + a' ,24-10 ü, + 12 )

0

-33 +JSrate {43

(12+ 7 d+ d2, 30-11 CI,+ û,2 )

(154+66 o.+8r/2 318- 93cI' +8a2)

8

49 - JSrrte-143

Nowifweleto:0ando:

the total rate for the L3.

I
0

tf

,f

,f
,f

rate <754

l54Srate<228

228<rate<318

rate > 318

1, in the equation (3.8.5) we get in terms of afuzzy number

(3.8.5)



Total Fuzzy Rate¡3 : (154,228,318)

Approximating the Total Fuzzy Rater¡ by a T.F.N., we obtain the following o -cut.

Total Fuzza Rater¡ (a) : (154+74 a,318 - 90 o) Vø e [0,1]

The memberships function for the approximated Total Fuzzy Rater¡ is given as below.

,rr,..r", = 

{

0
rate-154

74
318-rate

The error analyses for Location 3 (L3) are provided in table 3.13, this table consists of 8

columns, and each column represents the following:

Column I : the left part of Equation (3.8.5) for Y a e [0,1]

Column 2:the right part of Equation (3.8.5) for Vø e [0,1]

Column 3: the left part of Equation (3.8.6) forYa e[0,1J which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 4 : the right part of Equation (3.8.6) for Y a e [0,1] which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 5: the difference between Column 3 and Column 1.

Column 6: the difference between Column 4 and Column 2.

Column 7: computation of right percentage error o/o 
"":l*'T:;;:r"*"'l. too

corumn B : computation of left percentage enor %o ,r:lcolumn3 - column! 
| * roo' I columnl l^'""

90
0

,f
,f

,f
,f

rate < 154

154<rate<228

228<rate<318

rate>318
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able 3.13. Erbl

q

13.

Left Ratine

0

1

0.1

Curvature

'or ânal

0.2

Is4

0.3

160.68

0.4

167.52

Risht Ratins

2

0.5

174.s2

Curvature

0.6

181.68

or Location 3 (L3

0.7

318
308.28

0.8

189

196.48

298.72

Left Ratine

0.9

3

204.t2

289.32

T-F-N

211.92

1

280.08

2r9.88

154

In this case we see that the left and right maximum percent error is small. Therefore,

using the T.F.N. approximation in this case is useful. Graph 3.13 in Appendix I shows

the Total Fuzzy Rater¡ and the approximated T.F.N. We observe that the segments of the

rnultiplication corresponding to the TotalFuzzy Rate¡3 are not straight lines.

Case 4: Location 4 (L4).

We assume that the fuzzy ratings and the fuzzy weights for the L4 arc given in the

form of T.F.N.'s in Tables 3.I4 and 3.5 respectively, along with their s cuts.

161.4

271
262.08

Riqht Ratine

228

168.8

4

253.32

176.2

T.F.N

244.72

183.6

318

236.28

309

t9t

5

198.4

228

300

Error

20s.8

(3-l

291

2t3.2

282

0

6

220.6

0.72

273

Error

Ø-2)

1.28

228

264

1.68

255

0

7

YoError

0.72

55

192

246

t.28

237

2

1.68

t.92

228

0

I

I'able J.14. ft'uzzy Ratings l'or l-ocation 4

%oEr¡or

r.92

0.2

L68

0.4

t.28

2

0.6

0.72

1.92

0

0.7

1.68

0.4

0

Travel distance(a,)

0.7

r.28

0.8

Criterion

0.72

0.7

1.0

0.7

Travel cost (u)

1.1

0

Political decision (o)

0.s

1.1

Convenience of access (u,)

0.3

1.0

Material handling cost (o)

0.0

0.8
06

Working conditions (a)

0.3
0.0

Ratine
(6,7, 8)

Cost of R&M (o)

Other characteristics (o)

(7,8,9)

(5,6,7)

Ratins ls)
(6+u,8-u)

(5,6,7)

(7+a,9-o)

(4,

(5+ cr ,7 - a)

5

(3,4 ,5)

,6)

(5+ cr ,7 - u)

(5,6,7)

(4+ u,6 - o)

(4,5 ,6)

(3+o,5-u)

(5+o,7-a)

(4+ a,6 - a)
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If we plug in values of the ratings (Table 3.14) and weight (Table 3.5) in the formula of

multiplication we end up with values in Table 3.15.

Table 3.15. Co
Criterion

Travel distance

mDutâtron

Travel cost

Political decision

Convenience of access

ofF

Material handling cost

Weight (o)

Working conditions

(7+ a,9 - u)

Ratinss for Loca

(7+a,9-o)

Cost of R&M

Other characterisfics

(2+ a,4 - a)

Rating (o)
or

(3+o,5-o)

(6+ o, 8- o)

Totølfuzry røte (ø,):

(1+s,3-o)

(7+ u, - ct)

tion 4 (L4

Defining the interval of confidence at level a, the total fwzy rate is a parabolic fuzzy

number as follows.

(3+s,5-o)

(5+ s ,7- a)

Score(o,):V/eight(o) *Rating(o.)

(2+ a,4 - a)

(42 +13o+ d2 ,72-lla+t ¡

(5+ o ,7- u)

(3+o,5-o)

Total Fuzzy Rater¿ (a): (15I+67 a+8 a',317- 99 u + 8 o2) Vø e [0,1]

(4+ o, 6- o)

(49+l4a + u2, 81-180+ û,2 )

Weight (a)

(3+ o, 5- o)

(10 +7cr + a' ,28-110 + 02 )

The membership function for the Location 4 with parabolic curvature is given as shown

below.

(15+ 8o +d2 35-120+ 02 )

(5+ o ,7- a)

(4+ 5ü + ø2 ,78- 9û, + CI,2 )

(4+ u, 6- cr)

(9+ 60, + a' ,25-10ü,+ ü2 )

Rating (a)

(10 +7o + d' ,28-11o * ot )

Fl4eate) =

(12+ 70"+ a2 ,30-710+ t[2 )

0

- 67 + Jnrate -343

(151+67a+8 a' ,3I7-99o, +8cr2)

l6
gg - ^lt rctte 143

Now if we let u: 0 and u,:

the total rate for theL{.

I6
0

,f rate < l5l
,f 157 < rate <226

,f 226 < rate <317

1, in the equation (3.8.7) we get in terms of a fuzzy number

,f

(3.8.7)

rate> 317



Total Fuzzy Rate¡a: Q51,226,317)

Approximating the Total Fuzzy Rater¿ by a T.F.N., we obtain the following o -cut.

Total Fuzzy Rater¿ (a) : (l5l+75 a,317 - 91 o) Vø e [0,1]

The memberships function for the approximated Total Fwzy Rater+ is given as below.

FL\(rate) =

0

rate -157
75

317 - rate

The error analysis for locationa (L$ are provided in table 3.16, this table consists of 8

columns, each column represent the following:

Column I : the left part of Equation (3.8.7) for V a e [0,1]

Column 2: the right part of Equation (3.8.7) for Y a e [0,1]

Column 3: the left part of Equation (3.8.8) forVø e [0,1] which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 4: the right part of Equation (3.8.8) for Va e [0,1] which is the approximated

T.F.N.

Column 5: the difference between Column 3 and Column 1.

Column 6: the difference between Column 4 and Column 2.

19
0

,f rate < I5l
tf 751< rate <226

,f 226 < rate < 3l'7

,f rate> 317

57

(3 8.8)

Column 7: computation of right percenra ge enor Yo *:lç"t'-::;#-'zl. too

Column I : computation of left percentage enor o/o

":l
column3 - columnl

columnl l. 
too



Table J.ló. -brrorJ.

q,

I

Left Ratins

0

0.1

Cr¡rvature

analysis fbr Location 4

0.2

0.3

151

1s7.78

0.4

1,64.72

Risht Ratins

2

0.5

17t.82

0.6

Curvature

t79.08

0.7

317

186.5

0.8

307.18

194.08

0.9

297.s2

_t

20t.82

Left Ratine

288.02

I

209.72

278.68

T.F.N

217.78

In this case we see that the left and right maximum percent error is small. Therefore,

usingthe T.F.N. approximation inthis case is useful. Graph 3.16 inAppendix 1 shows

the Total Fuzzy Rater+ and the approximated T.F.N. We observe that the segments of the

multiplication corresponding to the TotalFuzry Rater+ are not straight lines.

269.s

151

226

260.48

158.5

Risht Ratins

4

251.62

r66

242.92

173.5

T-F.N

234.38

181

188.s

3t7

226

307.9

5

196

298.8

Error

203.s

(3-1)

289.7

6

211

280.6

218.s

0

Er¡or

3.9 Facility Location Selection

27t.s

58

0.72

(4-2\

226

7

%
Error

262.4

t.28

0

1.68

253.3

Since the error analysis clearly shows that the maximum values of errors and the

percentage errors between the parabolic fwzy numbers and the approximated fuzzy

numbers are small, therefore, for selecting the best location, we rank the approximated

T.F.N.'s using various ranking techniques given in Chapter 1.

0.72

244.2

1.92

8
o/o

Error

r.28

235.1

0

2

1.68

0.2

t.92

226

1.92

0.4

1.68

0

2

1.28

06

0.5

1.92

032

0.7

0.8

1.68

0.7

1,28

0

1.0

0.7

0.72

1.1

0.7

1.1

0

0.5

Ranking Method 1. Kaufmann & Gupta l2223lz

1.0

0.3

0.8

00

0.6

(AON)t =

0.3
0.0

ail +2ai2 + cti3
for i: Ll ,L2,L3,L4



Table 3.17: Rati
Criterion

Locationl (L1)

LocatiorZ (L2)

for Decision C

Location3 (L3)

Location{ (L4)

Fuzzy Number
ron Lrlterra ano uecNron

(160,235,326)

iteria and Decision Alternative.

We observe that in this case the Ll is the Location with the highest index239.

(152,227,319)

(154,228,318)

Ranking Method 2. Chang's Ranking Index ( Komolanij [28]):

(151,226,317)

AON

239

Index,

231

Table 3.18: Ratins fl

(a,, - a,r)(a,, + a,, + a,r)

232

230

59

Criterion

Locationl (L1)

6

Location2 (L2)

or Decision Criteria and Decision Alternative.

Location3 (L3)

for i: Ll ,L2,L3,L4

Location4 (L4)

Fuzzy Number

(160,235,326)

We observe that in this case the Ll is the location with the highest index 19948.

(152,227,318)

an

Ranking Method 3: Chiu

Let wr and w2 represents

index has to be computed.

(154,228,319)

ton

(151,226,317)

nndexi

19948

19284

19133

and Park Ranking Index (Chiu and Park [7])

the weights associated with the fuzzy number whose ranking

Then,

19201



Index, - 
(a't * a'z-t a't)w't 

+ wi2ai2 for i : Lr ,L2,L3,L4,3

wir and tlvr'2 afa the weights.

Chui and Park believe that the weight w,, should be taken as 1 and the weight w,, should

range between 0 and 1 and the most likely possible value is 0.5. Index¡ can be rewritten

AS:

rndex¡ =otl@nï@f*,,,

Table 3.19: Rating for Decision Criteria and Decision Alternative..r7: Ã,ärlllg ror l,ecrsl(,n Lrtlerta a

Criterion

Locationl (L1)

Locatiott2 (L2)

Location3 (L3)

Location4 (L4)

Fuzzy Number

60

We observe that in this case the Ll is the location with the highest index 355.

(160,235,326)

(152,227,319)

(154,228,319)

Ranking Method 4: Chui and Park weighted Ranking Index 2 [10]:

f fn -r-¿ \l
Index, = r,rltnï-)+.,ro,, for i: LI ,L2,L3,L4

(151,226,317)

lon
Index¡

355

where w;1 represents the weight associated with the values of ail and a¡3 , and wiz

represents the weight associated with aiz . Chui and Park believe that the weight wi2

should be taken as 1 and the weight w;1 should range between 0 and I and the most likely

possible value is 0.5. In this case,Index¡ câo be rewritten as.

343

345

342



rndex¡ = o tl@#Ð)*,,,

Table 3.20: Rating for Decision Criteria and Decision Alternative.
Criterion

Locationl (Ll)

Location2 (L2)

(,

Location3 (L3)

Fuzzy Number

Location4 (L4)

n Lrt[erta an

(160,235,326)

We observe that in this case the Ll is the location with the highest index 356.5.

(152,227,319)

Thus, keeping in view the fact that according to the ranking criteria, the T.F.N. with the

highest rank is the best alternative, we observe that all the four methods used above yield

that the locationl are the most attractive locations.

(754,228,318)

(151,226,317)

Index¡
ton

356.5

344.5

3.1,0 Conclusion

346

61

Most rating problems deal with future and often uncertain and imprecise data. To

cope this uncertainty, fuzzy sets theory has been applied to the traditional deterministic

approach for rating models by dealing with uncertain data using triangular fuzzy

numbers. The main contribution of this chapter is the application of finzy set theory to

the rating problem and its application in the selection of Facility Location Problem. A

numerical example of a facility location selection problem with fuzzy data is considered

using the fivzy ratingmodel.

343



M{TLTISTAGE PN-,,.{NNING PR.OELEM {JNDER. CR.ISP

Multistage planning problem under crisp environment has been considered by

several researchers [1, 15, 17, 21, 35, 38, 39, 40,41]. In the present chapter, we

investigate, formulate and solve the problem under fuz:zy environment and compare the

results obtained with the results obtained under crisp environment. The multistage

planning problem in this chapter is formulated as a linear programming problem under

both crisp and fuzry environment. First we obtain the solution of linear programming

problem under crisp environment. Then, we formulate and solve the problem in a fuzzy

environment, and compare the results obtained under both crisp and ñszzy environment.

CT{APTER.4

.A.ND FU ZT.Y ENVTR.ONMENTS

62

4.L Introduction

As already stated in Section 1.11, the production systems consist of either single

stage, or multistage. Multiple facilities are arÍanged in a multistage structure so that the

ouþut from one stage becomes the input to a following stage [21]. The key to modeling a

multistage system are the decisions about what groupings of production operations

constitute the stages in the system, whether or not each stage is to have multiple facitities

operating in parallel or series, and how many inventory points between stages are to be

defined. Mathematical programming models, particularly linear programming models,

are commonly used to analyze multistage systems.
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The main contribution of the present chapter is the formulation of a multistage

production problem under fwzy environment as a fwzy linear program and compares the

results obtained with the one formulated under crisp environment. We demonstrate the

use of models by using the numerical example given in Johnson 121, p. l4ll.

4.2 ï-,inear Fnograrnming Forrrulation under Crisp

Environment

4.2.1 Assumption

For this model, it assumed that all the data are known with certainty.

4.2.2 Notation

Let,

4t = the number of units of product at stage j produced by process k, (k:1,2,... , N), j :

1,2,...,M

cjk : unit variable production cost at stage j , if process k is used

d¡r : amount of resource l, available at stage j , l: 7 ,2, ..., L

h1" : amount of resource / used to produce one unit at stage j by process k.

Z : total production cost for the period under consideration.

4.2.3 Objective

The objective in this problem is to minimize the total cost of production for the

period.

4.2.4 General Forrnulation

Thus, under the crisp environment, we have the following problem (CLP), [21].



(cLP)

Subject to the following constraints:

Minz: y oi 

"ji:tk-=t it'x il'

(1) Resource limitations at each stage:

k¡

],himx ¡t t d jt û : 1, 2, ... ,M; I : 1,2, ... ,L)
K=I

(2) Inventory balance between stages:

ki ki*t
f. x .,-= 2 x i*1,k, ú:1,2,...,M-1 )

k=l JK k=l J

Non-negatively constraints.

4tì 0

4.2.5 l{umerical Example under crisp Environment

We now illustrate the model (CLP) through the numerical example given by

Johnson. l2l, p.l{ll.

64

(4.2.4 t)

re 4.1. Two-sta

(4.2.4.2)

model of the

(4.2.4.3)

Stage 1. Stamping and drilling Stage 2. Assembly, finìshìng, and
packaging
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The first stage consists of the production centers performing stamping and drilling, while

the second consists of the production centers performing assembly, f,rnishing, and

packaging. The first stage is divided into two parallel facilities:

1. Internal stamping and drilling and

2. Subcontracted stamping and drilling.

The second stage is treated as a single facility.

Notations

Let,

Wi: the amount of product i stamped and drilled in the plant,

& : the amount of product i stamped and drilled by the subcontractor,

Y¡ : the amount of product i produced by process j in assembly, finishing, and

packaging.

Process 1 ( j : 1) : involves only regular time production,

Process 2 ( j:2) : requires that f,rnishing be done on overtime.

ai : the cost of stamping and drilling a unit of product i internally, including material

cost,

bi: the cost of obtaining a stamped and drilled unit of product i from the subcontractor,

c,j : the unit cost of processing a unit of product i through stage 2 using process j.

The problem under crisp environment can be formulated as follows:

(CLP) MinZ: Z!=1{oiW¡ +b¡X¡ +c¡yY¡1+c¡2Y¡2)
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6V/1+ 15 Wz + 11 W¡ + 14 W4 + 7.2Xt +18 X2 + 13.2 Xr + 16.8 X4+ 6.2 Yu +15.4 Yzr

+I1.2 Y31+ 14.3 Y$+7.4 Yiz +18.4 yzz+ 13.4 y¡z + 17.ly+z

Subject to the following constraints:

(1) Stage 1 Capacity:

Stamping: 0.03 Wr + 0 15 1y, +.05 W¡+ 0.1 W4 < 400

Drilling: 0.06 Wr + 0.12 W2 + 0.10 W4 < 400

Metal: 2.0W2+ l.2Wq S 2000

(2) Stage 2 Capacity:

2
Assembly: I (0.05f1/ +0.10Y2, +.05\¡ +0.t2Ya¡) < 500

j=1

Finishing: 0.04Yi1 + 0.20 Yzr * 0.03 Y31 + 0.12 Y4r < 450

0.04Y12 + 0.20 Yzz+ 0.03Yzz* 0.12Y+z < 100

2
Packaging: Z,Q.02Y t¡ +0.06Y2¡ +.02\¡ +0.05Y4r,5) < 400

j=1

(3) Inventory Balance Equations:

Stage 1: Wr + Xl : Yrr + Yrz

W2+ ¡r: Yzt+Yzz

W¡ * X¡ : Y31l Y32

W4+ >Q: Y+tiYqz

Stage 2: Y11 * Y12 : 3000

Yzt * Yzz: 500



Y¡r +

Y+i +

Non-negativity constraints :

w>0

4,2.6 R.esults

Y¡z :1000

Y+z: 2000

Solving the above problem using Microsoft excel, we obtain the following Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Variable

Wt

W¡

Wa

Results of crisn linear
Value

The utilization of production capacity is shown in Table 4.2below.

3000

1000

t667

Table 4.2

Variable

i,j:1,2,3,4.
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Department

X2

)q

Yu

ammin

Stamping

Drilling

Assembly

Finishing

Packaging

Optimal Utilization of

Value

500

JJJ

3000

R.egular time

Available

roblem.
Variable

400

400

500

450

400

Scheduled

306-7

346.7

490.0

400.0

210.0

4.2.7 Interpretation of the R.esults

Yzl

Y:t

Y¿r

As in [21], results given in the above table summarizethe solution of the crisp

problem. All 2000 square feet of sheet metal are used in producing product 4. This causes

all of product2 and some of product 4 to be produced from the subcontractor.

Hours
uction ca

Value

Unused

933

53.3

10.0

50.0

190.0

500

1000

2000

Available

0

0

0

100

0

Overtime

Scheduled

0

0

0

0

0

Hours

Unused

0

0

0

100

0
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The values of the dual variables corresponding to the regular time fïnishing

capacity constraint and the sheet metal constraint are 2.00 and2.33, respectively. This

means that an extra hour of regular time finishing capacity would permit $2 reduction in

total cost and that an extra square foot of sheet metal would result in a fi2.33 reduction in

total cost.

4.3 F ormulation under Nuzzy Environrnent

In general, most of the time, due to incomplete or forecasted information, the data

are imprecise. Problems of imprecise capacity, demand or data can be handled effectively

by taking advantage of finzy set theory [4,44,46].

The characteristics that require it to be formulated infuzzy environment are:

1. Imprecise total cost limit levels. The management provides an upper bound of

the estimation of the total cost represented by objective function zo over the entire

planning horizon. The actual costs desired to stay below this upper bound. A

tolerance that defines the dispersion of the total cost may be given in the form of a

fraction ofz".

2. trmprecise capacity and production requirements. The management can

provide a tolerance level in the form of a fraction of imprecisely known capacity

and production requirements that provides a range above and below the forecasted

capacity and production requirements in which the actual capacity and production

requirements are likely to occur.

!V.e now formulate the problem under the following additional assumptions.
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4.3.1 Additional Assumptions

(i) The total cost (value of objective function) stays possibly below an imprecisely

given limit.

(ii) The demand and production requirements for all products are known imprecisely.

4.3.2 Objective

The objective of the model is to stay below an imprecisely stated upper bound on

the total cost keeping in view the imprecise data for production requirements

4.3.3 Additional Notation

Let,

zo= imprecisely known total cost limit specified by the management,

Qo 
: tolerance level associated with the imprecisely known total cost zo

q : tolerance level associated with the imprecisely known production requirements h¡..

for all stages.

pe¡ : rnorltbership function associated with imprecisely known total cost zo

Fikl: membership function corresponding to lower side of the constraint associated with

imprecisely known production requirement in each stage.

F*u: membership function corresponding to upper side of the constraint associated with

imprecisely known production requirement in each stage.

All other variables and symbols have the same meaning as in crisp formulation.



4.3.4 Formulation of,Multistage Planning Froblem under Fuzzy

Environment

Using Zimmerman's notation Zimmermann [46], in a fuzzy environment, the

following crisp constraints given by (.2.a3) is replaced as follows.

Fuzzy Inventory balance between stages:

ki k¡*t

Èr* to= Èrx ¡*l'k' (J : 1' 2' "''M-1 )

which are further replaced by

kj k¡+l
>, X jk : I X ¡+1,k, ú: 1,2, ...,M-1 )k=l k=l

with ¡r¡¡¡ as the corresponding membership function, and

k j k¡+r
i x ¡k 5 I x¡+|,k, û: 1, 2, ...,M-1 )k=l k=I

with lriku as the corresponding membership function, where Z * ju,o, ( or f

X.i*l,k,respectively) means that the corresponding fuzry constraint is 'essentially

a* ju,o,'(or essentially < * j*,o, respectively), for all j & k .

Then, following Zimmerman [a6] under fut y environment, our linear programming

problem becomes the following problem, denoted by (FLP).
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(Fr,P) find X 
¡t's, 

j : 1,2, ..., M ; k: 1,2,..., N that satisfy the following.



Forthe fuzzy objective

M kj
I lc¡¡çx¡k. zo

j =I k=l

and for the fuzzy constraints with corresponding membership functions p¡¡¡ and F*u âre,

k j k¡+l
ZXjtr: I x¡+1,k, 0:1,2,...,M-1 )

k=7 - k=l

k j k¡+1
Z. X jk é I X¡+l,k,
k=l k=1

k¡

,l,hiux¡t Í djt (I: 1,2,...,M;l:1,2,...,L)
K=I

and the crisp constraints are written as

X,' >0rJ-
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4.3.4.1 Membership Functions

(4.3.4.1)

û:1,2,...,M-l )

Following Zimmermann [46], below we def,rne the membership functions for the

fwzy obj ective and fazzy constraints.

Objective Function

As in (EFLP) in Section i.10, Let us denote our objective function by f"(x).

Then, if

f"(x) is desired to be possibly lower than zo, the membership function ¡ro¡ for objective

function is written as:

(4.3.4.2)

(4.3.4.3)

(4.3.4.4)

(4.3.4.s)



I t if fo(x)<zo-9¡

rrof =l t- [fo(x)-(zo -qo)
I qo tf zo-Qo<f6(x)lzg

L 0 if ze < fe(x)

Similarly the membership functions for fuzry constraints are obtained as below.

We denote our finzy constraint functions by g¡(x), j:1,2,..., N.

Then following Zimmermann [46],

Piu., membership function for the lower side of the fuzry region of the fwA constraints

are taken as

F ju-

1

, ldj - B¡(x)1

e¡
0

and ¡r¡¡u membership function for the upper of the ftnzy region of the fwzy constraints

are taken as
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if

if

if

p;tu

s¡(x) > d,

d¡-qj<8¡(x)<d,

dj-ej>B¡(x)

1

, [sj(x)-d¡J

9¡
0

Once the membership functions are obtained, we get a solution to (FLP) by finding the

intersection of the frnzy sets given by @3.4.1), (4.3.4.2) and (4.3.4.3) is to be found out

to get a decision. Then p¡(x) the membership function of the fuzzy set'decision' of the

model that satisfy ing (4.3 .4 .1), (4.3 . 4.2) and (4. 3. 4. 3 ) is

tto(x) : min(For , pln ,p21L,...,pNr,fl., Fuu ,Irztu,..^,pr.rMu)

if s¡(x) < d,

if dj . Bj(x) < d, + q,

if dj + 9j > B¡(x)
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Since we are interested in large value of ¡rp(x) over (4.3.4.4) and (4.3.4.5),

therefore, following Zimmermann [46], we obtain

Maximize pO(x) : min (For, lr¡l, FL2¡L,...,Fprr¡fi-, lrlru, Fzru, ...,lr¡ruu )

subject to the constraints (4.3.4.4) and (4.3.4.5).

Replacing pn(x) by I, we have the following problem (LP) along the lines of

Zimmermann [46]:

(LP) max I

subject to

Itof ) I

FJKL

pjku

and crisp constraints (a) and (5)

It is observed that (LP) is a crisp linear program whose optimal solution provides a

solution to (FLP).

In view of the membership functions por, FjkL, and ¡r¡¡u , j:I,2,...,M; k:1,2,...,N; the

(LP) can be restated as:

max 1,

subject to

fo+l.9o1zo

4u-Àftr > d¡r-e¡r

{r+Ie¡r < d¡r+qr.

0<À<1

and the crisp constraints.

j:7,2,...,M, k:l,2,...,N

j:I,2,...,M, k:l,2,...,N
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Thus, we see that we obtain a solution to (FLP) by solving (LP) which is a crisp linear

programming problem.

4.3.5 Numerical Example under Fuzzy Environments

Below we write a fwzified format of (CLP). In this example we assume a

tolerance level of approximately 30% in production requirements and 0.20% in total cost,

and obtain z6 as $133,033 and go as $266.066. For the capacity constraints the tolerances

are ql: 120, q2: 120, qt:600, qa: 150, q5: 135, q6: 30, qr: 120, qa: 900, qr: 150, q16:

300, q11: 600, where as the rest of the data is same as in crisp problem. In view of (FLP)

following isfuzry version of above problem.

(NP-l) 6Wt+ 15Wz+ 11W¡ +14W++7.2Xt+18X2 +13.2X3+ 16.8X++6.2yn

+I5.4 Yzr+11.2Y31+ l4.3Y4t+7.4Yn+78.4Y22+ 13.4 Y¡z* 77.1Y+z < 133,033.3

Stage 1 Capacity:

Stamping: 0.03 Wl + 0.15 trV2 +.05 W¡+ 0.1 Wq

Drilling: 0.06 Wr + 0.12 W2 + 0.10 W+

Metal: 2.0W2+ l.2W+

Stage 2 Capacityz

2
Assembly: ), (0.05It j *0.10Y2, +.05Y3, +0.12Y4¡) S SOO

.l -r

Finishing: 0.04Y1r + 0.20Yztt 0.03 Y3r +0.72Y+t

0.04Yn + 0.20 Yzz+ 0.03 Y32 +0.I2 Y¿,2

5 4s0



2
Packaging: î,_,(0.02Y t¡ + 0.06Y2¡ +.02\¡ + 0.05Y4¡)

J -L

Inventory Balance Equations:

Stage 1: Wr+ Xr: Yrr+Yrz

Wz+ Xz: Yzt+Yzz

W¡+ Xs: Y¡l+Y¡z

W¿+ X+: Y+r +Y+z

Stage 2: Yrr*Yrz = 3000

Yn+Yzz = 500

Y¡l+Y¡z = 1000

Y¡r+Yqz = 2000

Non-negativity constraints :

Replacing each fwzy equality with two fuzzy inequalities, we obtain:
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Wi > 0, Xi > 0, Y¡ t 0

(NP-2) 6W,+ 15 W2 + 11 W¡ + 14 W¿ + 7.2Xt +18 Xz + 73.2X¡ + 16.g X++ 6.2yn

+15.4 Yzr+1l.2Yzr+ 14.3Yq+7.4 Yrz +18.4 Yzz+ l3.4Yn+ 17.IYa2 3 133,033.3

Stage I Capacity:

Stamping: 0.03 Wr + 0.15 Wz + .05 W: + 0.1 W+

Drilling:

Metal:

Stage 2 Capacity'.

i, j : 1,2,3,4.

0.06 Wr + 0 .12 Wz + 0. 10 W4

2.0W2+ l.2W+

400

400

2000



Assembly:

Finishing:

2t
j=I

(0.0sY 1¡ +0.10Y2¡ +.05Y3¡ +0.12Y4¡ ) 5 soO

Packaging:

0.04Ylr + 0.20 Yzr + 0.03 Y31 +0.12 Y+r

0.04YD+ 0.20Y22+ 0.03 Ysz +0.12yqz

2I
j=7

Inventory balance equations:

(0.02Y 1, +0.06Y2¡ +

Stage 1: Wi+ Xl: Ylr+Ylz

Wz+ Xz: Yu+Yzz

W¡+ Xl: Y¡r+Y¡z

w¿+ &: Yq+Y+z

02\¡ +0.0sYa¡) Í 400

l-

450

100

Stage 2:
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Yri + Yrz

Yir + Yrz

Y21* Y22

Yzt + Yzz

Y¡r + Y¡z

Yst + Y:z

Ya1 * Ya2

Y+i + Y+z

3000

3000

500

500

1000

1000

2000

2000



Non-ne gativity constraints :

Then the crisp equivalent of this problem can be written as

W > 0, Xi ) 0, Y¡ > 0

(NP-3)

Subject to the following constraints:

6W1+ 15Wz+ 11Ws + 14W++7.2Xt+18)b +13.2X¡+ 16.8x4+6.2Y¡+75.4Y21

+11.2 Y31+ 14.3 Yq+7.4 Yr2+18.4 Yzz+ l3.4Yn* 17.1Y+z +266.066À< 133,033.3

Maximize I

Stage L Capacity:

Stamping: 0.03 Wr + 0.15 W, + .05 W3 + 0.1 W4 + 120 )" < 520

Drilling: 0.06 V/r + 0.12 Wz + 0.10 W4 + 120 ),, < 520

Metal: 2.0W2+ l.2W++ 600I

i, j:1,2,3,4.

Stage 2 Capacity:
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Assembly. 0.05Yrr + 0.10 Yzi + 0.05 Y31 +0.12 Y41+ 0.05Ytzr' 0.10 Y22 + 0.05 Y¡z+

0.12Y42+ 150À < 650

Finishing: 0.04Y11 + 0.20 Y2i + 0.03 Yrr + 0.12Yu + 135 ), < 585

0.04Yn+ 0.20Yzzt 0.03 Y32 + 0.72Y+z* 30l" < 130

Packaging: 0.02Yu + 0.06 Yzt * 0.02 Y¡r +0.05 y4+ 0.0Tyr2 + 0.06 yzz * 0.02 y3r+

0.05Y¿z + I20X < 520

Inventory Balance Equations :

Stage L: Wl + Xi : Yll + Yn



Wz+ Xz: Yzl+Yzz

W¡+ X¡: Ysl+Yn

W++ )Q: Y+l+Y+z

Stage 2: Yir + Yrz+ 900I < 3900

Yii * Yr2 - 900 )', > 2100

Yzl+Yzz+ 150À < 650

Yzr*Yzz- 150À > 350

Y:r+Y¡z+300À < 1300

Y31 + Y32 - 300 ),, > 700

Y+tÍY+z +600X < 2600

Yq+Yqz -600l, > 1400

0<¡,<1

Non-ne gativity constraints :

Wi > 0, Xi > 0, Y¡ ¿ 0
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4.3.6 Results.

The optimal solution to (NP-3) is as described in the following table.

Table 4.3. R,esults of fuzzy linear programming problem.
Variable

Wt

W¡

Wa

x

Value

2994

998

1670

9938

i, j: 1,2,3,4.

Variable

&
X4

Ylr

Value

499

327

2994

Variable

Y"
Y¡r

Y+l

Value

499

998

r996



The utilization of production capacity is shown intable 4.4

Table 4.1. Optimal Utilization of production capacitv

Department

Stamping

Drilling

Assembly

Finishing

Packaging

Regular

Available

s20

s2a

650

585

s20

time

Scheduled

42tW

465.9

638.16

533.4

328.87

4.3.7 Interpretation of the R.esults

Hours

Results given in the above table summarizethe solution of the linear version of the

fuzzy problem. The minimum value of the objective function, which represents the

minimization of the total cost, is $132,768.58 and level of satisfaction 1,, is .9938.

Table 4.5 and 4.6 show the behavior of the value of À corresponding to changes in

tolerance levels, of l0o/o, 20yo, 30o/o, 40Vo and 50o/o for imprecisely known demand and

capacity, and of 0.20yo, 0.25% , 0.5yo , |o/o,2yo , 3yo , 4o/o and, 5%ó tolerance level for

imprecisely known total cost.

Unused

94f,3

s4.1

11.84

st.6

191.13

Available

0

0

0

130

0

Overtime

Sch"d"t"d
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0

0

0

29.81

0

Hours

Unused

0

0

0

100.19

0

Table 4.5. Value qf' rq¡responding to capacity tolerance and total cost tolerance
Capacity

Tolerance I 0.20Y'

lï'/r 0.9816

1,5y" 0.9877

20y, 0.9907

25y" 0.9926

30Yo 0.9938

0.25o/o

0.977t

0.9846

0.9884

0.9907

0.9923

Total

u5'/,

0.9553

0.9698

0.9772

0.9816

0.9847

cost tolerance

l'/o 2o/"

0.914s 0.842s

0.9413 0.8892

0.9554 0.9t45

0.9640 09304

0.9698 0.9413

3t/t 4o/o

0.78t0 0.7279

0.8425 0.8005

0.877t 0.842s

0.8992 0.8699

0.9145 0.8892



Table 4.6. Total cost corres
Capacity

Tolerance I

lÙYo

150/,

20"/"

25o/o

30o/"

0.20Yo

s132,772

s132,770

s132,769

sT32,769

s1.32,769

0.25o/r

sr32,708

st32,706

s132,704

sr32,704

st32,703

4.3.8 rliscussion of the solution in view of rable 4.5 and rable 4.6

to ca
Total cost tolerance

0.sYo

$132,398

$132,388

$132,393

$132,380

9132,378

Table 4.5 shows different values of l, for various tolerance levels for the

imprecisely known total cost and imprecisely known capacity and demand. Also, Table

4.6 shows different values of total cost for various tolerance levels for the imprecisely

known total cost and imprecisely known capacity and demand. Note that in this

formulation the membership function À is used to express the degree of certainty of (trust

in) the solution with respect to fuzzy parameters, total cost and imprecisely known

capacity [46]. From Table 4.5, it is observed that with the increase in the value of

tolerance level for imprecisely known total cost, the value of À decreases. This shows that

the smaller the value of membership grade I, the smaller is the support for the solution

and hence, lower the degree of certainty of solution. On the other hand, it is observed that

with increase in tolerance limits for imprecisely known capacity and demand, the value of

À increases. This shows that the larger the value of membership grade 1,, the larger is the

support for the solution. It can therefore, be concluded that fuzzy programming does not

provide just another crisp solution; instead it produces the optimum solution

corresponding to the pre-specified tolerance levels of constraints with an associated

tolerance and total cost tolerance

lYo

$131,816

s131,781

s131,762

s131,751

s131,743

2Yo

s130,791

$130,667

s130,600

$130,558

s130,528

3Yo

s129,916

s129,67r

9129,533

st29,444

st29,383

80

4o/o

s129,160

st28,773

$128,550

s128,404

$128,301
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degree of one's belief in the solution. Graphs 4.5 and 4.6 in Appendix 2 reinforce the

above observation.

Another advantage of fuzzy programming is that it adrnits imprecise data. This feature is

particularly useful for the situation when the management in an organization is not able to

specifl, precisely the total cost limit, but is rather able to provide lower and upper bounds,

with a pre-specified tolerance interval above or below these bounds, taken as representing

imprecision in setting of such bounds. As already stated, fuzzy set theory permits the

partial belonging of an element to a fuzry set characterized by a membership function

that takes values in the interval [0, 1]. Thus, fruty programming produces most

satisfactory solution within a pre specified interval, whereas a conventional crisp set

theory constraint only permits an element either to belong (membership grade 1) or not to

belong (membership grade 0) to the set [0, 1].



CHAPTER.5

A I-,INEAR PROGR,AMMTNG APPROCI{ TO

PRODUCTION PLANNING MODEN-, UNDER CR.ISP ANT}

As mention before (Section 1.12, p. 24), to be involved in the production area there

are three main points that should be taken into consideration. In the present chapter we

consider the third point, that is, to cope up with the changes in the production planning

(for examples, increase and decrease in production rates limits, change in work force

level, hiring and laying off workers, and cost of overtime... etc).

In this chapter, we consider the production planning problem, under the assumption

that there exists production rate change and there is a penalty associated with such

change. We formulate such a problem as a linear programming problem, under both crisp

andfwq environment, and compare the results obtained by solving these models.

WWZ,y.Y ENVTR,ONMENT'
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we are concerned with planning production over a future interval of

time, called the planning horizon, during which the rate of demand for the product varies.

We assume this time interval is divided into periods and that the planning problem is to

establish a production rate for each period in the planning horizon. The demand rate in

each period is assumed to be known. An important contribution of this model is that
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under fazzy environment it includes penalties for increasing or decreasing production

quantity from one period to the next one.

The following formulation is for a single product and single production source in each

period.

5"2 r,inear Frogramrning Formulation under Crisp Environment

5.2.1 Assumption

For this model, the following assumptions are made:

1. The model involves a single product and a single production stage.

2. The unit costs of all products in each operation are assumed to be known.

3. The demand varies from one time period to another and is assumed to be known.

4. The costs of backorders are not taken into consideration.

5.2.2 Notation

I,et,

X1 : quantity produced in period t, (t : 1,2,. .. ,T )

11 : inventory at the beginning of period t.

S¿ : increase in production quantity in period t,

d1: decrease in production quantity in period t,

c, : unit variable production cost in period t,

h,: unit inventory carrying cost held from period t to t+ I

irt : unit cost of increase production quantity by period t.



or : unit cost of decrease production quantity in period t.

P1: maximum production in period t,

D1: demand in period t.

I¿: maximum increase production change in period t,

K1: ûrâxiÍtum decrease production change in period t,

Z: total production cost for the period.

5.2.3 Objective

The problem is to choose Xr, Xz, ..., Xr to minimize the sum of production costs,

inventory costs, and production change costs over the planning horizon. Thus the

objective in this problem is to minimize the total costs of production for the period.

5.2.4 GeneralFormulation

Thus, under the crisp environment, we have the following problem:

T
}v4in Z: Z GtX r + 4I t + zr¡S¡ + a4d,)

t=1

Subject to, for t : 1,2, . .. , T,
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1. Inventory balance constraints.

It * X, - It+l: Dt

) Production capacity constraints.

& <P,

3. Change in production constraints.

X, - Xrr + dt- St:0

4. Production increase limits.



5-

S,< L

Production decrease limits.

d,<k,

6. Non negativity constraints

X,>0

Ir >0

S,>0

d,>0

5.2.5 Numerical Example under Crisp Environment

The following table shows the data for production planning problem

Table 5.1. Production Flanni

Demand (tons)

Production Cost ($/ton)
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Inv. Cost($/ton/month)

Month I
nl

If the production level is increased from one month to the next, then the company

incurs a cost of $3, $5, $2, $3, $7 respectively per ton of increased production to cover

the additional labor and lor over time. Each ton of decreased production incurs a cost of

$5, $3, $3, $4, $6 respectively to cover the benefîts of unused employees. The production

during the previous month was 25 tons, and the beginning inventory is 6 tons. Inventory

at the end of the fifth month must be at least 12 tons to cover anticipated demand.

Production capacity cannot exceed 40 tons in any one month. The increase in production

22

blem Data
Month 2

30

5

18

Month 3

50

10

20

Month 4

40

7

25

Month 5

30

5

22

25

8
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quantity cannot exceed 6 tons in the first month, 8 tons in the second month, 6 tons in the

third month and 5 tons in both the forth and fifth month. The decrease in production

quantity cannot exceed 6 tons in each month.

5.2.5.1 Notations.

Decision variables are defined as follows:

tr et,

X1 : the number of tons to produce during Month t.

11 : inventory in tons at the beginning of Month t.

S¡ : nrunber of tons of increased production in Month t.

d1 : number of tons of decreased production in Month t.

The problem under crisp environment can be formulated as follows:

(CLP) }i4in Z: ( 30 Xr +50 y, + 40 X3 + 30 yo +25 X5 +5 Ir +10 12 +7 \ +5I¿ +8Is

+3Si + 5S2 + 2S3 + 3Sa + 7S5 +5¿' +3dz+ 3d3 + 4d4+ 6d5).

Subjects to the following constraints.

l. Boundary Conditions

Initial and final Inventory constraints:

Initial Inventory

Ending Inventory

2. Production Capacity Constraints

Xr<40

x2<40

t:1,2, ...,5

t:1,2, ...,5

t: 1,2, ...,5.

t: 1,2, ...,5

Ir:6

k >12



X¡<40

X+S+0

x5<40

3. fnventory Balance Constrainfs.

11*X1 -Iz=22

I2a.X2-I¡ = 18

13+X3-I+=20

I++)Q-Is:25

15*X5-Ie:22

4. Change in production constraints.

X6: production during the previous month

-/)<-LJ

(Month 1)

(Month 2)

(Month 3)

(Month 4)

(Month 5)
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Xi-Xoadr-Sr :0

Xz-Xi+dz-Sz:0

X:-Xzadr-S¡ :0

h-xz+fi-s+:0
Xs-)Q+ds-Sr:0

5. Production increase/decrease limits constraints

St'6

Sz<8

S¡<6

S¿<5

Sr<5



ú<6
dz=e

d¡S6

dqS0

ds<6

6. Non negativity Constraints.

All variables are nonnegative.

Xr>0

Ir >0

St >0

dt >0

( t: 1,2, ...,5)

(t:1,2,...,5)

(t:1,2,...,5)

(t:1,2,...,5)

5.2.6 Results

Solving the above
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Table 5.2

Table 5.2
Variable

)r
X2

X¡

>Q

Xs

di

d,

d¡

problem using Microsoft excel,

Results of crisp linear
Value

19

15.25

21.25

26.2s

37.25

6

03.75

0

Variable

we obtain the result in the following

Ir

12

I¡

I+

Is

d4

ds

mm
Value

6

J

0.25

1.5

2.75

0

0

roblem.
Variable

St

Sz

S¡

S+

Ss

)tu

16

Value

0

0

6

5

5

25

12



5.2.7 Interpretation of the R.esults

Results given in the above table summarizethe solution of the crisp problem

The optimal production plan can be summarized as follows.

Beginning Inventory

Amount Produced

Ending Inventory

oFV: s3,945.75

Month I

6

5.3 Formulation underFuzzyEnvironment

Month 2

t9

Problems of imprecise demand or data can be handled effectively by taking

advantage of fuzzy set theory (Zadehf4{lZimmermann [46])

The characteristics that require it to be formulated infuzzy environment are:

1. Imprecise total cost limit levels. The management provides an upper bound of the

estimation of the total cost represented by objective function zo over the entire

planning horizon. The actual costs would be likely to stay below this upper bound.

A tolerance that defines the dispersion of the total cost may be given in the form of

fraction of zo

2. Xmprecise demand. Since demand is always forecasted and forecasts are rarely

accurate to the exact number of units, the management can provide a tolerance level

in form of a fraction of imprecisely known demand, that provides arïange above

and below the forecasted demand in which the actual demand are likely to occur.

3

a
J

15.2s

Month 3

0.2s

0.25

21.2s

89

Month 4

15

1.5

26.2s

Month 5

2.75

2.75

3t.25

t2
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3. fmprecise production limits change. The management provides an upper bound of

the estimation of the production limits change which is a tolerance level in form of

a fraction of the production limits change.

we now formulate the problem under the following additional assumptions.

5.3.1 AdditionalAssumptions

I. Total cost over the entire planning horizon of T Periods stays possibly

below a given limit.

2- Demand that varies from period to period is known imprecisely.

3. Production change limits (increase/decrease) stay below a given limit.

5.3.2 Objective

The objective of the model is to keep

bound keeping in view the imprecise

number of periods.

5.3.3 AdditionalNotation

Let,

zo: imprecisely known total cost limit specified by the management,

Qo: tolerance level associated with the imprecisely known total cost z"

et: tolerance level associated with the imprecisely known demand D,, for all t.

q¡ : tolerance level associated with the imprecisely known production change S¡, d¡, for

all t.

the total cost below an imprecisely stated upper

demand and the production change for a finite



po¡ : m€Írbership function associated with imprecisely known total cost zo.

p¡ : Inembership function corresponding to lower side of the constraint associated with

imprecisely known demand Dt, for all t.

Fiu : membership function corresponding to upper side of the constraint associated with

imprecisely known demand D,, for all t.

Fjr. 
: membership function corresponding to lower side of the constraint associated with

imprecisely known production change S,, d1, for all t.

F¡u: membership function corresponding to upper side of the constraint associated with

imprecisely known production change St, dt, for all t.

All other variables and symbols have the same meaning as in crisp formulation.

5.3.4 Formulation of Production Problem under Fuzzy Environment

using zimmerman's notation (zimmermann, [46]), the following constraints

can be rewritten infinry environment as
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It + Xr - It+l: Dt

with ¡r¡ as the corresponding membership function, and

It+Xt-I,*l é D,

with puu as the corresponding membership function, where 5 d1 (or ì dt, respectively)

means that the corresponding fivzy constraint is 'essentially 5 d1 '(or essentially ì d1

respectively), for all t.

S, < I. t:1,2,...,7

d, < kt t: 1,2, ...,7

can be rewritten in fuzry environment as

ItÌXt-It*l ) Dt

t:1,2,...,7

t: I,2,...,7

t:7,2, ...,7



S'5L

dt:k

Using Zimmerman's approach, in a fuzzy environment, the objective function, which is

the total cost of production, can be written as

T
L ktXt + h,I, + n¡S¡ + a4d,) Í a
t=l

with ¡rs as the corresponding membership function for the objective function, where (

26lrleârls that the corresponding membership function is ' desired to be less than or .O;
to zo'.

Then, under fwzy environments, our crisp linear programming problem (CLP) becomes

the followingfuzry linear programming problem, denoted by (FLp)

(FLP) Find Xt, I,, S, , d, , t: 1,2,..., T , that satis$r the following:

For the objective function we have,

t:1,2, ...,7

t:7,2, ...,7

T
L ktX t + h,I¡ + n¡S¡ + a4d,) Í a
t=1
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and for the fuzry constraints with corresponding membership functions p¿ and Fiu are,

I,+X-I,*r é D,

It+Xt-I,*lì D,

S,5h'

4:1,

and the crisp constraints are written as

X <P,

t:1,2,...,7

t:1,2, ...,7

t:1,2,...,7

t:1,2, ...,7

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)



Xt - Xt-i a dt- S,:0

X,>0

It >0

S,>0

d,>0

0 < À <1

Membership Function

The membership functions for the fiuzy objective and fuzzy constraints are

defined on similar lines as in Section 4.3.4.1 of Chapter 4.

Once the membership functions are known, then the intersection of these fuzzy

sets is to be found out to get a decision. Let pp(x) be the membership function of the

lazzy set'decision'of the model. Thus pp(:r)

pl(x): min(por , Vn,Vzt,...,FNL,l"[ru, þ2u,...,F¡n )

Since we are interested in large value of pp(-r)over (6)-(12), therefore, following

Zimmermann 14 6), w e obtai n

Maximize prp(x): min([ror , pll ,þzL,...,pNl , plu, F2u,...,pr.ru)

Subject to the constraints (6)- (12).

Replacing pn(x) by I, we have the following problem (LP) along the lines of

Zimmermann [46].

(LP) Max X

Subject to

ltof > L

93

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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tljL

pju

and crisp constraints (6)-(12)

It is observed that (LP) is a crisp linear program whose optimal solution provides a

solution to (FLP).

In view of (LP) we write (FLP) as

(LP-l) max ),

Subject to

T
Z@Ãt+4It+tr¡S¡+a4d,) +lqo < z.

t=1

I, + Xt - It+r * I q, . D1+ Qt t:1,2,... , T

It+Xt-It*l-Àq, > Dt-gt t:1,2,...,7

st + À Qi < h,+ q: t:1,2,... , T

dt +À$ 5 k,+q' t:1,2,...,7

and

& - X,-l a dt - S,:0 t: 1,2,... , T

Xt<P,

X,>O

I,>0

S,>0

d,>0

0 < À <1

t: 1,2,... , T

t: 1,2,... , T

t:1,2,... , T

t:1,2,... , T

t: 1,2,... , T
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Thus, we see that we obtain a solution to (FLP) by solving (LP-l) which is a crisp linear

programming problem.

5.3.5 Numerical Example under ßuzzy Environments

Below we write afuzzified format (CLP). In this example we assume a tolerance

level of approximately 30o/o in demand, 0.25yo in total cost and 30Yo jn production

increase/decrease limits change. Therefore z6 is $ 3945.75 and qe : 9.9644. For the

demand constraints, the tolerances are et:6.6, gz: 5.4, gt : 6, e+: 7.5, Qs 
:6.6. For the

production increase limits change constrains, the tolerances are Qe 
: 1.g, q7: 2.4, ez:

1.8, qn : l.5,9ro : 1.5, For the production decrease limits change constrains, the

tolerances are qlr :1.8, where as the rest of the data is the same as in the crisp problem

(3c)

In view of (FLP) following is frnry version of (Lp-l) problem.

(NP-l) Maximize 1,

Subject to the following constraints

30 Xl +50 Xz + 40 X¡ + 30 )e +25 Xs +5 Jr +10 12 +7 \ +5I4 +gI5 +3S1 + 5S2 + 2fi +

3Sa + 7S5 +5¿t + 3dz + 3$+ 4Q.+ 6ds 5 3,945.75

11 +X1-12

Ir+Xr-Iz

12*X2-13

12-|X2-I3

13+X3-Ia

:22

=22
518

=18

Í20



13+X3-I4>20

I¿+)Q-Is<25

I++)Q-Is> 25

15+X5-k<22

15+X5-Is> 22

s,56

SrSB

Ss'56

S+ 55

Sr55

¿,5 6

dz<6

drS6

ü Í6

drS6

and crisp constraints

Xr-)fuadr-Sr:0

Xz-Xradz-Sz:0

Xt-Xza d: - S::0

X+-Xs+d4-S+:0

Xs -)Qa ds - Ss:0
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Initial Inventory

Ending Inventory

Xr<40

Yw=qO

Xt<40

)Qs+o

Xs<40

Xo=25

All variables are nonnegative.

Il:6

Ie>72

Xt >0

It >0

S, >0

d, >o

0 <1"<1

Then the crisp equivalent of this problem can be written as

(NP-2) Maximize I

Subject to the following constraints:

(t:1,2,...,5)

(t:1 ,2,...,5)

( t: 1 ,2 , ...,5)

( t: 1 ,2 , ...,5)
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30 xl +50 >(2 + 40 X: + 30 & +25 Xs+5 Ir +10 I2+7 h+5I¿+gIs+3S1 + 5S2 + 2S3 + 350

+ 7Ss +5d1 + 3d2 + 3¿, + 4d++ 6d5+9.8644), < 3,945.75

Ir +Xr -Iz+6.6),,

Ir + Xl -I2- 6.6 )'

I2+X2-h+ 5.4X

12*X2-h- 5.4),"



13+X3-14+6¡,

13*X3-I+-6X

I+ + )Q -Is +7.5 ),"

I+ + )Ç -Is - 7.5 ),"

Is+X5-Is+6.6X

15 * X5 -16- 6.6 7,"

Sr + 1'81"

s2 + 2.4 )',

S¡+1.8I I 7.8

S+ + 1'5l'

s5 + 1.5À

dr +1'8 )"

d2 +1.9 À

d¡ +1.8]" < 7.8

d4 +i.g À

ds +1'8 l'

and crisp constraints

Xr-Xoadr-Sr:0

Xz-Xr + d2- Sz:0

Xs-Xz+d¡-Ss:0

)Q-X:+d4-S¿:0

Xs-)Ç+ds-Ss:0
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Initial Inventory It:6



Ending Inventory Ie 2 12

xl <40

YwS+O

X:<40

)Qs+o

x5<40

xo:25

All variables are normegative.

X, >0 (t:1,2,...,5)

It > 0 (t:1,2,...,5)

S, >0 (t:1,2,...,5)

dt ì0 (t:1 ,2,...,5)

0<I<1

5.3.6 Results
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Table 5.3. Results of fuznt linear Drosram nroblem

The optimal solution to (NP-2) is as described in the following table.

Variable
X1

X2

X3

>Q

X5

dr

d,

d¡

Value
1898

15.16

21.18

26.19

31.20

6.02

03.82

0

Variable
I1

Iz

Ig

I¿

Is

d4

ds

)"

Value
6

3.04

0.25

1.48

2.74

0

0

0.9914

VarÍable
Sr

Sz

S¡

S¿

Ss

>fo

Io

Value

0

0

6.02

5.01

5.01

25

12



5.3.7 fnterpretation of the Result

Results given in the above table summarize the solution of the linear version of the

fuzzy problem. The minimum value of the objective function, which represents the

minimization of the total cost, is $3,935.97 and level of satisfaction ),, is 0.9914

The optimal production plan can be summarized as follows.

Beginning Inventory

Amount Produced

Ending Inventory

Table 5.4 to table 5.13 show the behavior of the value of À and the objective function,

corresponding to changes in tolerance levels, of t\%o, l5%o ,20o/o,25yo, and 30%o for

imprecisely known demand, and of 0.25% ,0.5%o , lyo,2o/o ,3% , 4%o and,5olo tolerance

level for imprecisely known total cost. And l\yo, 15o/o, 20yo, 25yo, and, 30o/o for

imprecisely known production increase/decrease limits change.

Tables 5.4 to Table 5.8 provide value of À corresponding to variations in production

increase/decrease limits change tolerance, demand tolerance, and total cost tolerance.

Month 1

6

18.98

Month 2

3.04

3.04

100

15.16

Month 3

0.2s

0.25

2t.18

Month 4

Table 5.4. Values of I for production increase/decrease limits change tolerance:lfl7o

1.48

1.48

Demand tolerance
0.25o/o

26.19

Month 5

tÙy" I 0.9747

2.74

ts%, I 0.9824

2.74

20y, I 0.9865

31.20

25o/" I 0.9891

30y" I 0.9908

t2

0.50%
0.9507

0.9654
0.9734

0.9784
0.9818

Total cost tolerance
lY"

0.9059

0.9332

0.9482
0.9577

0.9642

.to/
,L /O

0J281
0.8747

0.9014
0.9187

0.9309

3o/o

0.7625

0.8231

0.8s91

0.8829

0.8998

4Y"

0.7066
0.7773

0.8205

0.8497

0.8707

st/o

0.6583

0.7363

0.78s3
0.8 1 89

0.8435



Table 5.5. Values of I for
Demand tolerance

10"/o

15o/"

20o/r

25V"

30Yr

0.25y"
0.97s9
0.983

0.9869

0.9893

0.991

0.500/" ly"

uction increase/decrease limits chan

0.9529 0.9101

0.966s 0.93s3
0.9741 0.9494
0.9788 0.958s
0.9821 0.9648

Table5.6. Values of I for production increase/decrease limits change tolerance:2\o/o

Total cost tolerance

Demand tolerance

lÙYo

lSYr
20o/"

25Yo

30Yo

0.250/,

0.9770

0.9835

0.9872
0.9895

0.9911

ao/
Z¿ /O

0.835

0.8784

0.9037

0.9203

0.932

0.50% lo/"
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tolerance=157o

3Yo

0.77t3
0.8281

0.8622
0.8851

0.9014

0.9550 0.9139

0.9676 0.9372

0.9747 0.9507

0.9792 0.9s93
0.09824 0.9654

Table 5.7. Values of l, for production increase/decrease limits change tolerance=Z1%o

Total cost tolerance

Demand tolerance

l0Y"
l5o/o

20"/"

25Y"

30Yr

4o/"

0.7t67
0.7832
0.8244
0.8s24
0.8727

ao'/.L /O

0.u14
0.88 1 9

0.9059

0.9218
0.9332

0.25y,
0.9780

0.9841

0.9875

0.9897

0.9913

5o/"

0.6693

0.7429

0.7897

0.8221

0.8458

0.50o/o

3v,
0.7789

0.8327

0.8653

0.8872
0.9030

0.9s69

0.9686

0.9753

0.9797

0.9827

Table 5.8. Values of I for production increase/decrease limits change tolerance=30Zo

Total cost tolerance

Demand tolerance

4%
0.7237

0.7888

0.8281

0.8550

0.8747

l'/r 2Y"

0.9173 0.8461

0.9391 0.8852

0.9518 0.9081

0.9601 0.9233

0.9660 0.9342

lÙYo

1,5o/r

20o/r

2íYo
30Yo

0.25o/o

0.9789

0.984s
0.9878
0.9899

0.9914

5'/"
0.67s8
0.7492

0.7939

0.8251

0.8481

3Yo

0.7826
0.8372

0.8681

0.8892

0.9045

O.5Oo/"

0.9586

0.969s
0.97s9
0 9801

0.9830

Total cost tolerance
lt/"

0.9205

0.9409

09s29
0.9609

0.9666

4Yo

0.7280

0.7941

0.83 1 6

0.8575

0.8766

5o/o

0.6805

0.7s43
03980
0.8281

0.8503

2'/,
0.8489

0.8883

0.9101

0.9247

0.93s3

3Yo 4o/o

0.7862 0.7322

0.8404 0.796s

0.8709 0.8350

0.89t2 0.8600

0.9059 0 8784

5"/"
0.6851

0.7570

0.8019

0.8309

0.852s
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Tables 5.9 to Table 5.13 provide value of total cost corresponding to variations in

production increase/decrease limits change tolerance, demand tolerance, and total cost

tolerance.

Table 5.9. Total cost corresponding to I)emand tolerance and total cost tolerance
when the production rate tolerance = l0 Yo

Demand tolerance
0.25o/o

lo./" I 3936.14

lSYo I 3936.06

20,/" I 3936.02

25y" I 3935.99

30y, I 3935.98

0.50o/o

3926.99

3926.07

3926.55

3926.45

3926.38

Table 5.10 Total cost
when the

Total cost tolerance

Dema

lY"
3910

3908.93

3908.34

3907.96

3907.7

nd tolerance Total cost tolerance
t.25yo 0.50% l"/" zyo 3o/o 4o/" 5o/o

l0'/"
15"/"

20Y"

25o/o

30Yo

ao/L /O

3880r4

3876.72

3874.61

3873.2s

3872.29

3936.t2
3936.0s

3936.02

393s.99

3935.98

corresponding to Demand tolerance and total cost tolerance
uction rate tolerance: 157o

3o/o

38s5.49

3848.32

3844.06

3841.24

3839.24

3926.95

3926.68

3926.53

3926.44

3926.37

Table 5.11 Total cost
when the

Dema

4o/o

3834.23

3823.07

3816.25

3811.64

3808.32

3909.84

3908.85

3908.29

3907.93

3907.68

l0Yo

lSYo
20o/o

25"/"

3Oo/"

d tolerance
0.250/" 0.50yo

5Yo

3815.88

3800.49

3790.82

3784.18

3779.34

3936.t1

3936.05

3936.01

393s.99

3935.97

3879.86

3876.43

3874.43

3873.12

3872.2

corresponding to Demand tolerance and total cost tolerance
ction rate tolerance :20Y"

38s4.44

3847.73

3843.69

3840.98

3839.0s

3926.91

3926.66

3926.52

3926.43

3926.37

Total cost tolerance
lo/.

3909.69

3908.77

3908.24

3907.90

3907.66

3832.63

3822.14

38ts.64
38tt.2l
3808.01

ao/L ./O

3879.3s

3876.Is
3874.26

3873.0

3872.11

3813.7

3799.18

3789.95

3783.56

3778.88

3'/"
3853.55

3847.t8
3843.33

3840.73

3838.86

4Vo

3831.53

3821.26

3815.06

3810.8

3807.7

5o/"

38r2.43
3797.94

3789.t2
3782.96

3778.43



Table 5.12 Total cost
when the

Demand tolerance Total cost tolerance
0.25Yo 0.50Vo lyo 2o/, syo 4o/" So/"

10"/o

l5o/o

20Y"

25Yo

3O'/r
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corresponding to Demand tolerance and total cost tolerance

3936.10

3936.04

3936.01

393s.99

3935.97

uction rate tolerance = 25Y"

3926.87

3926.64

3926.sr
3926.42

3926.36

Table 5.13 Total cost
when the

Demand tolerance Total cost tolerance
0.25o/o 0.50% l'/" zyo 3o/' 4o/" So/n

3909.ss

3908.69

3908.19

3907.87

3907 63

l0Yo
l5'/,
20o/"

25o/r

30"/"

3878.98

3875.89

3874.09

3872.89

3872.03

3936.09

3936.04

3936.01

3935.99

3935.97

corresponding to Demand tolerance and total cost tolerance
uction rate tolerance : 30%o

3853.1 1

3846.65

3842.99

3840.49

3838.68

3926.84

3926.62

3926.s0

3926.41

3926.36

5.3.8 Discussion of the Solution in View of Table 5.4 - 5.13

Tables 5.4 to Table 5.8 show different values of l, for various tolerance levels for

the imprecisely known total cost and imprecisely known demand. In each table we fixed

the value of the tolerance level of production increase/decrease limits change. Note that

in this formulation the membership function À is used to express the degree of certainty

of the solution with respect to fuzzy parameters, total cost, imprecisely known demand

and imprecisely know production increase/decrease limits. From Table 5.9 to Table 5. i3,

it is observed that with increase in the value of the tolerance levels for imprecisely known

production limits, keeping the demand tolerance and total cost tolerance fixed, the value

of 1" decreases. This shows that the smaller the value of À, the smaller is the support for

the solution and hence, lower the degree of certainty of solution. On the other hand, it is

3830.85

3820.42

3814.s0

3810.40

3807.40

3909.43

3908.63

3908. l5
3907.84

3907.61

3878.76

3875.6s

3873.93

3872.78

3871.94

3811.5

3796.94

3788.32

3782.38

3777.99

38s2.68

3846.27

3842.66

3840.26

3 838.51

3830.19

3820,03

3813.96

3810.02

3807.11

3810.59

3796.40

3787.54

3781.82

3777.56
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observed that with increase in the value of the tolerance limits for imprecisely known

demand, the value of À increases. This lelds that the larger the value of I, the larger is

the support for (trust in) the solution. It can therefore be concluded that fwzy

programming does not provide just another crisp solution; also, it produces the optimum

solution corresponding to the pre-specified tolerance of constraints corresponding to

vaguely stated problems.



C ONCLUSION, C ONTRIBUTION AT{D RE C OMMEI\DA TIOT{ S

In the present chapter, contributions and conclusions ofthis thesis are provided.

Finally, recommendations for further research on the problems considered in this thesis

will be given.

CE{APTER.6

6.1 Conclusion and Contribution

Probabilistic models and the models using fwzy sets and fuzzy logic describe

different aspects of uncertainty. Probabilistic models primarily describe random

variability in parameters. In contrast, models using fuzzy sets and fuzn¡ logic incorporate

vagueness, imprecision, and subjective judgment. The data sets of forecasted values

rarely tum out to be crisply correct, therefore, the models based on precise knowledge of

forecasted values have restricted practi cal applications. This thesis deals with a few such

problems through fwzy set theory approach. Based on the analysis presented in this

thesis, we conclude that the fuzry sets theory approach offers added advantage of

flexibility of dealing with uncertainty involved in the weighted rating models, the

multistage planning models, and the production planning models. We propose various

fuzzy techniques to the weighted rating models, multistage planning problem, and the

production planning models and arrive at more flexible solutions than normally obtained

in their counterparts under crisp environment. It appears that the fvzy ranking method
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and fuzzy linear programming are significantly more flexible than the non-fuzzy based

prediction methods. Thus, the major contribution of the present thesis is that the results

obtained here, using the theory of fuzzy sets and fwza logic, provide more flexible and

satisfactory solutions versus the results obtained using their crisp counterparts.

In this thesis, we develop a fuzzifred version of the weighted rating model

formula. Based on the observations, we conclude that the frnzy approach offers more

flexibility and usefulness for the decision making process than the crisp approach

formulated by Keeney and Raiffa 124,251. We observe that when there is imprecise and

vague information available, a fwza weighted rating model provides a better and more

flexible decision in certain multi-criteria decision making problems like facility location

selection problem.

The multistage planning problem with imprecise values under both crisp and

futzy environments is considered in this thesis under crisp environments; we formulate

the problem as a linear programming problem. However, we deal with such a problem

through fln ry logic approach. Under fuzzy environments the problem is formulated as

fuzzy linear program. Fuzzy programming does not provide just another solution; instead

it produces the optimum solution corresponding to the pre-specified tolerance levels of

constraints. Another advantage of fuzryr programming is that it admits imprecise data,

especially the data that are not statistically defined.

In this thesis we develop a production planning problem with variable demand

rate and with limits on production increase and decrease (and penalty on them) under

both crisp and fwzy environment with a finite planning horizon. Under crisp

environments, we formulate the problem as linear programming. However, one
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underlying assumption in the above model and most of the models in the literature is that

demand is deterministically known. But demand is forecasted and forecasts rarely-iÊ

never turn out to be crisply correct. Therefore, the models based on precise knowledge of

demand have little practical applications. We deal with such a problem using fiuzy

approach. Under fwzy environments, the problem is formulated as a linear program.

It is suggested that the methods presented in this dissertation are computationally

effective and useful for determining the optimal solution to the problems discussed in

Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

6.2 Recommendation for Future Research

A number of extensions are possible to the problems addressed in Chapter 4 and

Chapter 5. In Chapter 4, we discuss and solve the multistage planning problem using

linear programming approach as a symmetric case. However, the non-symmetric problem

can be solved utilizing the same approach with appropriate modifications. Similarly, the

results of Chapter 5 can be extended to the case when backorders is considered and the

cost of backorders is taken in consideration. Also, the production planning problem

discussed and solved in Chapter 5 using the linear programming approach for a

symmetric case can be formulated and solved for a non-symmetric problem utilizing the

same approach with appropriate modification.

In brief, in certain type of industries, the basic goal is to identify the most cost

effective or profitable way of getting the right product to the right place atthe right time,

given a host of working and business constraints and parameters. Therefore, for an



organization with multiple locations, production processes, product, models and

customers, where instinct and experience are not able to cope up with the size and

complexity of the operation, the use of fuzry logic and finzy sets is an aid to be

examined.
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Graph 3.7

Depicting

Error analysis for Location I (L1)

(As per Table 3.7 p.49)
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Graph 3.10

Depicting

Error analysis for LocationZ (I-2)

(,4,s per Table 3.10 p. 52)
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Graph 3.13

Depicting

Error analysis for Location 3 (L3)

(As per Table 3.13 p. 55)
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Graph 3.16

Depicting

Error analysis for l-ocation 4 (L4)

(As per Table 3.16 p. 58)
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Graphs 4.5

Depicting

Value of iu Corresponding to capacity tolerance and total cost Tolerance

(As per Table 4.5 p.79)
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Graphs 4.6

Depicting

Value of Total Cost Corresponding to Constraints and Total Cost Tolerance

(as per Table 4.6 p. 80)
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